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About Smart

Smart Axiata Co., Ltd., a leading mobile telecommunications company in Cambodia, currently serves more than 8 million subscribers 
under the “Smart” brand. Smart Axiata is part of Axiata Group Berhad, one of the largest telecommunications groups in Asia.

In January 2014, Smart launched its 4G LTE network 
and became the first mobile operator in Cambodia 
to provide 4G services. 4G LTE powered by Smart is 
widely available across all 25 provinces. Smart also 
provides 2G, 2.5G, 3G and 3.75G mobile services, 
supporting the very latest in multimedia and mobile 
Internet services as well as international roaming in 
more than 190 countries. Its extensive nationwide 
network coverage now covers more than 98% of the 
Cambodian population.

Through its partnership with Apple, Smart is the sole 
telecom operator in Cambodia able to offer iPhones 
and iPads. Smart moreover is the exclusive partner of 
Universal Music in Cambodia. As a strong advocate of 
digital innovation, Smart has launched various ranges 
of value added and digital services such as SmartLuy, 
Smart Life Insurance, Smart Music and SmartPay. 

Smart Axiata was recognized as Cambodia’s Mobile 
Service Provider 2016 by Frost & Sullivan following the 
Asia Pacific Emerging Market Telecom Service Provider 
of the Year Award in 2015. Smart Axiata has also been 
awarded as the Best Telecommunications Company 
Cambodia and Best CSR Company Cambodia for two 
consecutive years in 2015 and 2016 by Global Banking 
& Finance Review. 

The Company’s workforce consists of more than 
1,000 people including local and foreign experts. 
Smart is committed to its customers, employees and 
the people of Cambodia in delivering on its promise of 
improving their lives: “Live. Life. Be Smart.” 

In 2016, 
Smart was 
the first telco 
to offer 4G in 
all provinces 
and the first 
to launch 
4G+ a.k.a LTE 
Advanced 
using Carrier 
Aggregation, 
fostering its 
data leadership 
position in 
Cambodia.

Sustainability Report 2015-2016
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About Smart

4G available in all 25 provinces

1st Telco to partner with UNESCO and MoEYS 
to fight against illiteracy in Cambodia

1st Telco to partner with Universal Music and 
hosted two International Mega Concerts

1st Telco to partner with Facebook to offer 
Free Basic Internet Services

Asia Pacific 
Emerging Market 

Award by
Frost & Sullivan

2015

Cambodia
Mobile Service
Provider Award

by Frost & Sullivan
2016

Best Telco Company and Best 
CSR Company from Global 
Banking & Finance Review  

2015 & 2016

N U M B E R of subscribers: 8.1 million

AWARDS

100% BTS equipped with 3.75G & 
60% with 4G

At the end of 2016:

Best Performance in Private Sector by Cambodia ICT Award 2016

Best Community 
Project Award
by Telecom
Asia 2016

“The UNESCO team is pleased with the recognition of the National Literacy Campaign (NLC) 2015 as the Best Community 
Project. As former UN Secretary General Mr. Kofi Annan remarked ‘literacy is a bridge from misery to hope.’ The NLC 2015 
relayed hope to the learners, their family members, community leaders and the government.” – Anne Lemaistre, UNESCO 
Representative in Cambodia, on Smart receiving the Best Community Project Award 2016 by Telecom Asia.

“This shows that Cambodia has an operator that not just focuses on business development, but also on creative services 
and CSR. I personally want to say how delighted I am with this award and I wish Smart the very best and hope that it will 
continue to invest in Cambodia and that we can further advance the mobile telecom sector together.” H.E.  Kan Chanmeta, 
Secretary of State of the Ministry of Post and Telecommunications, on the occasion of Smart receiving the Asia Pacific 
Cambodia Mobile Service Provider Award 2016 by Frost & Sullivan.

Subscriber base grew by 24.6% 

40,656 jobs supported

313 million USD contribution 
to economy = 1.6% of GDP 

Revenue 262.8 million USD,
an increase of 46% from 2014

Close to 1% of annual revenue 
invested into pure CSR initiatives

Tax, levies and fees paid = 
65 million USD

Capex + Opex 208 million USD

Roaming in 190 countries

1st Telco to launch 4G and 4G+

1st Telco to launch direct operator billing

1,047 employees

Over 3,000 Smart Shops and Spots

25% local 
procurement
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Scope and Boundary

We welcome any feedback regarding our sustainability framework and our reporting methods.
All correspondences are to be directed to corporatecomms@smart.com.kh

The scope and boundary 
of this report is limited 
to all entities owned by 
Smart Axiata Company 
Limited and their 
operations.

This Sustainability Report is constructed on a two-year reporting period and 
covers Smart's sustainability activities from 1 January 2015 to 31 December 
2016. The Sustainability Report has been prepared in accordance with 
the Global Reporting Initiative’s G4 (GRI-G4) guidelines – Core option. 
Our Sustainability Report is anchored on our four Pillar (4P) approach to 
Sustainability, namely: Beyond Short-term Profits; Nurturing People; Process 
Excellence; and Planet & Society. It covers 17 GRI aspects and 26 indicators. 
The report also discloses background and historic information to provide 
relevant context to selected issues.

As a member of Axiata Group, the scope and boundary of our sustainability 
framework is partially influenced by the sustainability activities conducted 
at Group level. All disclosures in this report should be understood to refer to 
Smart’s operations and activities only unless otherwise stated.
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Scope and Boundary

In 2014, our Sustainability Report focused on assessing Smart’s impact on the country in terms of  
our contributions to society as well as to national development. Throughout 2015 and 2016, we continued to refine  

our sustainability reporting mechanism, while pushing to innovate and expand our implementations. 

We are aware that commitment to sustainability is an evolving and ongoing process and does not end with the calendar year. We 
have achieved a great deal in recent years. In the year to come, our goal will be to build on our successes and present and analyze 

our outcomes with even greater clarity.

Our Sustainability Report adheres to the Global Reporting Initiative's G4 (GRI-G4) guidelines - Core option. GRI is an international 
independent standards organization that helps companies analyze the impact of their operations on critical sustainability issues.

BEYOND 
SHORT-TERM PROFITS

NURTURING 
PEOPLE

PROCESS  
EXCELLENCE

PLANET &  
SOCIETY

About the Report

Smart’s Sustainability Report 2015-2016 is our second standalone Sustainability Report.
Our reporting framework adheres to Axiata Group’s overall approach, and discloses our Economy, 

Environment and Society (EES) commitments under four key Sustainability Pillars:

The figures in the report are as of 2016 unless stated otherwise. 
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Message from the CEO

Dear Stakeholders,

Sustainability, in the context of businesses and organizations, typically refers to the way they manage their impact on the triple bottom 
line of the economy, environment and society (EES), leading to the long-term viability of the organization, the economy in which it 

operates and the society it serves.

Sustainability has been central to Smart’s business philosophy since our start eight years ago. Our sustainability goals encompass 
all elements that may impact our business. This includes building our network infrastructure; ensuring our products and services are 
accessible and inclusive; building our talent pool; improving our processes; protecting the environment; and making a positive change in 
society. As an operator in an emerging market, we also have a responsibility to ensure that our business grows together with our local 

stakeholders and the Cambodian community. 

Our 2015-2016 Sustainability Report is a restatement of our overall vision of connecting Cambodia; a testament to our long-term 
commitment towards sustainability; and a promise to maintain a high level of performance in achieving our goals.

Our launch of 4G+, 
also known as LTE 

Advanced using Carrier 
Aggregation, fosters our 
data leadership position 

in Cambodia. We 
continue to provide our 
customers with the best 
that mobile technology 

has to offer while playing 
an active role in the 

socioeconomic growth 
of Cambodia.

“
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Message from the CEO

Beyond Short-Term Profits Nurturing People Process Excellence Planet & Society

Creating long-term 
value through our 

investments as well 
as ensuring inclusivity 

in our products and 
services.

Developing world-
class talent built on 
core Axiata values 

of Uncompromising 
Integrity, Exceptional 
Performance (UI.EP).

Designing process 
improvements to 

ensure greater 
effectiveness and 
efficiency in our 

customer care and our 
internal operations.

Having initiatives 
aimed at mitigating our 
environmental impact, 

and our Corporate 
Social Responsibility 

(CSR) contributions to 
Cambodian society.

Pillar 1 Pillar 2 Pillar 3 Pillar 4

Our activities in 2015-2016

Our commitment to Cambodia is nowhere 
more evident than in our contribution to the 
growth of the nation’s economy. In 2016, 
we supported more than 40,000 jobs, and 
contributed 313 million USD to the economy,  
equal to 1.6% of Cambodia’s gross domestic 
product. 

In terms of connectivity, the launch of our 
4G+ network enables customers to continue 
enjoying the best that mobile technology 
can offer and cements our data leadership 
position in Cambodia. In 2016, we invested 
75 million USD CAPEX to develop Cambodia’s 
telecommunications infrastructure, after 60 
million USD in 2015. Our tariff offering and 
bundles continue to give customers greater 
flexibility in choosing the most suitable mobile 
plan at the best value for money.

We continue to invest in developing 
Cambodia’s local expertise as well as our own 
staff. Our first line manager program aims to 
boost leadership skills and career progression 
while the Smart X-Venture program supports 
our top talents as they drive our products and 
digital innovation.

Our new Business Continuity Management 
Project (BCM) will strengthen our Company, 
detailing contingency plans for natural 
disasters or other unfortunate developments, 
while the BCM simulation exercise helps our 
recovery teams prepare their responses.

In February 2016, in partnership with Canadia 
Bank, we launched the award-winning 
SmartPay payment service which allows 
customers to purchase goods and services 
through a virtual MasterCard.

Throughout 2015 and 2016 we continued 
to align our sustainability framework to 
that of Axiata Group. At the same time, we 
remained focused on CSR initiatives which we 
hope will enhance the lives of the people of 
Cambodia – notably in the field of Education, 
Green Environment and Community Sports. I 
particularly highlight our work with UNESCO 
in the National Literacy Campaign 2015; with 
the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications 
to build a dormitory for the National Institute 
of Posts, Telecoms and ICT; and our SmartEdu 
Scholarship program. We took part in tree 
planting and recycling initiatives, the World 
Habitat Day and Green Eco School projects; 
we supported the first National Games and 
with World Vision, advanced football in the 
One Goal program.

Our work consistently receives international 
recognition. In the last two years, we were 
awarded Best Telco and Best CSR Company 
from Global Banking & Finance Review; Best 
Emerging Market in Asia Pacific and also 
Best Cambodia Mobile Service Provider from 
Frost & Sullivan; Best Performance in Private 
Sector in the Cambodia ICT Awards; and 
Best Community Project in the Telecom Asia 
Awards.

I am sincerely grateful to the Smart team 
for their contributions to sustainability 
development. I thank our stakeholders for 
helping us deliver on our commitments and I 
thank you for your interest in our sustainability 
efforts. I welcome your feedback concerning 
this report and suggestions on how we can 
further improve our sustainability framework.

Thomas Hundt
Chief Executive Officer

In 2016, Smart invested
75 million USD in Cambodia’s 
telecommunications infrastructure

We supported 40,656 jobs 
throughout the year

Our contribution of 313 million USD 
to the economy in 2016 represented 
1.6% of Cambodia's GDP
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Management Profile

THOMAS HUNDT

Chief Executive Officer (CEO)

Thomas has been at the helm of 
Smart since 2008. He grew Smart 
from a greenfield operation to the  
leading mobile provider in Cambodia. He 
oversaw the key acquisition of Star-Cell 
in 2011, and continued to function as the 
CEO of the Company following the merger 
between Hello Axiata and Smart Mobile in 
2013. 

Thomas’ vast experience in the 
telecommunications industry is drawn from 
his time at Siemens AG’s Communication 
Division and Nokia Siemens Networks. 
Thomas was also a member of  
the Supervisory Board of Azerfon in 
Azerbaijan. 

KANISHKA WICKRAMA

Chief Financial Officer (CFO)

Kanishka Wickrama was appointed as 
Smart’s CFO in January 2014. Kanishka 
has been with the Axiata Group for over 
nine years, performing a variety of roles 
that has taken him to some of Axiata’s 
key operating markets including Sri Lanka, 
Cambodia and Malaysia. Kanishka joined 
Dialog in Sri Lanka in 2007, bringing with 
him more than nine years' experience in 
the telecommunications industry. His most 
recent role prior to joining Smart was 
Assistant Vice President/Senior Specialist, 
Corporate Development at the Axiata 
Corporate Centre.

STJEPAN UDOVICIC

Chief Marketing Officer (CMO)

Stjepan is a senior telecoms executive and 
Smart’s Chief Marketing Officer. His earlier 
roles include Marketing Director of Orange 
Romania, Director of Customer Experience 
with Etisalat and other commercial 
positions with Axis Telekom in Indonesia 
and Deutsche Telekom (T-Mobile).
 
Stjepan’s experience spans across 
leadership roles in product management, 
pricing, customer insights and customer 
experience as well as sales and commercial 
operations. His skills also include the 
development of commercial strategy and 
product development and implementation. 
Stjepan has broad international experience 
and has worked in Cambodia, Croatia, 
Indonesia, Slovenia, Romania and the USA.
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Management Profile

VISHAL MANI UPADHYAY

Chief Information Officer (CIO)

Vishal is an experienced IT and 
telecommunications professional who 
has held senior leadership positions in 
the telecommunications industry across 
Asia and Africa. Vishal has a deep 
understanding of the fiercely competitive 
and ever-changing telecommunications 
landscape, and played a key role in 
Smart’s acquisition of Star-Cell in 2011  
and in the merger between Hello Axiata 
and Smart Mobile in 2013. 

ANDREY KUZIN

Chief Technical Officer (CTO)

Andrey has 12 years' experience in the 
mobile telecommunications industry 
ranging from engineering to project 
management and Chief Technical Officer 
positions at various telcos. Andrey’s 
extensive experience is drawn from 
managing complex telecommunications 
projects across different countries, nations 
and technologies. Andrey was instrumental 
in merging the networks of both Hello 
Axiata and Smart Mobile following the 
merger in 2013. The success of the network 
merge resulted in significant synergies, 
boosting the growth of subscribers and 
revenue, which propelled Smart into 
becoming one of the leading operators in 
Cambodia.

ANTHONY PERKINS

Chief Digital Services Officer (CDSO)

Anthony joined Smart in 2016 as Chief 
Digital Services Officer. Prior to this, he 
was with the Royal Group conglomerate. 
He became Chief Executive Officer of 
the specialized bank Wing, following its 
takeover by the Royal Group from ANZ. 
He played a central role in driving Wing 
to the leading position in mobile money in 
Cambodia.

Born in the UK, Anthony worked in the 
City of London for 11 years in technology 
positions at blue-chip financials, including 
Barclays, Bank of New York Europe, 
IBM Global Services and Royal Bank of 
Scotland.
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Key Highlights in 2015

February March April

Activities Activities Activities

Smart is the first mobile provider in Cambodia 
to provide 4G connectivity following the launch 
of its 4G services. We took special measures 
to ensure that 4G services remained affordable 
and provided free SIM swaps for our customers 
to help them to enjoy state-of-the-art data 
connectivity.

As part of Smart’s commitment to lift the skill 
level of the local community, we partnered with 
UNESCO and MoEYS in an adult literacy initiative. 
The National Literacy Campaign enabled 92,000 
adults to take part in classroom training to master 
the skills of reading and writing. More than 74%, 
or 72,832 learners, completed the courses. 
Prizes were awarded to the best learners, the 
teachers and volunteers who helped to make the 
campaign a success.

We conducted our “Share the Love” campaign, 
which was designed to better connect the Smart 
brand with consumers.

We launched Smart Music 1.0, as the first 
music streaming app in Cambodia that allows 
our customers to listen to music from both 
international and local artists, legally, anywhere, 
anytime. 

November

Activities

Smart held its “I am the Fastest” competition – the largest in Cambodia – to find the fastest man and 
woman in Cambodia. The competition was held in recognition of Smart’s role of being the fastest data 
provider in the country with our 4G LTE service.

Smart launched the iPhone 6s and iPhone 6s Plus in Cambodia as Apple’s sole telco partner in the 
country. The phones were bundled with a connectivity package and offered at a price that was 
affordable and attractive to the local community.

Smart launched the SmartLuy mobile money service, which gives our customers the ability to transfer 
funds, pay bills and top up their mobiles through their mobile devices. SmartLuy has made banking 
more convenient and affordable for many in our society.

December

Activities

Smart hosted our second International Smart 
Mega Concert, which featured Jessie J. Held in 
partnership with our partner Universal Music, the 
concert was attended by over 40,000 music 
lovers.
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Key Highlights in 2015

JuneMay August

Activities Activities

Smart held the first International Smart Mega 
Concert starring Demi Lovato in partnership with 
Universal Music Group. The concert, attended  
by thousands, entertained and inspired music  
fans from the local music scene.

Smart won Frost & Sullivan’s Asia Pacific 
Emerging Market Telecom Service Provider 
award in recognition of being the fastest-growing 
mobile service provider in the Asia Pacific group 
of emerging markets.

Smart reached a milestone after accumulating 
1 million fans on Facebook, making us the 
largest fan-based telco in the country.

Smart launched our Viber and WhatsApp 
unlimited package in addition to our existing 
Facebook Unlimited plan, which provides our 
customers with connectivity to the popular 
chat apps at the affordable rate of 2 US cents 
a day or 50 US cents a month.

Smart introduced the Smart 
Ninjas, a group of five “ninjas” 
designed to serve and help our 
customers on social media and 
through other digital channels. 

September

Activities

Smart was recognized by the Global Banking & 
Finance Review with the Best Telco and Best CSR 
Company awards in recognition of our outstanding 
achievements in the areas of telecommunications 
(4G connectivity, partnership with Apple and 
Universal Music, launch of Smart Music app) and 
CSR (national literacy campaign, Smart discovery 
camp, tree planting, sponsoring of the Homeless 
Football team).

We launched our inaugural Sustainability Report 
2014, which was a first for both our Company 
and Cambodia. The Sustainability Report was a 
further testament of our commitment to ensuring 
the sustainability of our business and our market.

October

Smart partnered with Facebook to bring free basic Internet services to our communities. Under this 
partnership, Cambodians are given free data access to a set of useful websites including healthcare, 
employment, news and education.

We launched Smart Music 2.0, which completely updates the interface of Smart Music app and comes 
with a repository of over one million songs. 

Smart launched its Power+ tariff plan, which gives our customers 1GB of data, 250 minutes’ worth of 
calls, unlimited SMS and social media connectivity for only 1 USD a week. The new Power+ plan was 
designed to provide our customers with a comprehensive plan that suits their data as well as voice 
and text messaging needs.

Smart partnered with BEC-TERO to legally bring in music content licensed by Sony to Cambodia. 
Through this partnership, we added Japanese, Thai and Korean songs licensed under Sony to our 
music repository in Cambodia.

Activities
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Key Highlights in 2016

April May

December

Activities

In partnership with Canadia Bank, we launched SmartPay, the payment service that enables customers 
to purchase goods and services through a virtual MasterCard. We are the first telecom company in 
Cambodia and the third in the world to offer this digital service. SmartPay allows more consumers to 
make app purchases securely and efficiently and is expected to help local app developers who want 
to make their apps available to a wider consumer base.

Smart introduced Facebook Flex, a second wave of Smart’s partnership with Facebook under the Free 
Basics program that was launched in October 2015. Facebook Flex lets Smart subscribers switch to a 
Facebook version without any data charge. The service is available on Facebook’s Android app and 
Facebook’s website for non-Android devices.

After extensive renovation and redesigning, 
Smart Shop Monivong was reopened. The 
new flagship store showcases Smart’s 4G LTE 
experience and technology leadership combined 
with music and lifestyle. Device specialists 
provide hands-on experience with the latest 4G 
devices, including virtual reality headsets, with 
the aim of providing customers with an all-round 
exciting digital experience.

The iPhone 7/7 Plus was officially released at Smart’s headquarters in Phnom Penh. Apple’s newest 
release is only available through Smart, as the official telco partner of Apple in Cambodia.

Smart and Cambodia Beer signed a memorandum of understanding with the National Committee 
of Cambodia to support Cambodia’s first National Games. The sponsorship is part of Smart’s overall 
support for advancing sport in Cambodia and helps to enable major sporting tournaments to be 
staged in the country. The inaugural National Games included athletics, swimming, boxing, badminton, 
basketball, Kun Khmer and Bokator, football, wrestling, table tennis, taekwondo, volleyball, tennis, 
petanque and acrobatics. 

Smart signed a partnership agreement with the non-governmental organization World Vision for 
the One Goal program, an innovative initiative to develop football in Cambodia. The 12-month pilot 
program welcomed around 300 vulnerable youth from three provinces to promote the health benefits 
of sports via national and provincial tournaments across Cambodia.

Activities

Activities

Photo credits to KT/Yuen Punleu
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Key Highlights in 2016

July August

SeptemberNovember

Smart won the Best Community Telecom 
Project Award at the Telecom Asia Awards 
2016. The award is in recognition of  our 
efforts as the official telecommunications 
partner of the National Literacy Campaign 
2015, an initiative by the Ministry of 
Education, Youth and Sports and UNESCO 
to lift literacy in the country. Throughout the 
course of the campaign, 92,000 illiterate 
adults underwent literacy training through 
classroom schooling.

As part of the broad movement to develop Cambodia’s 
entertainment industry, Smart announced its support for 
local music artists. The ‘Stand with us to Support Khmer 
Original Music’ campaign aimed to raise awareness of the 
need to protect the intellectual property rights of local 
artists to increase the motivation of artists to produce more 
Khmer music. It took place during the whole month of July at 
universities, public places and malls.

The SmartPay service received the Best Private Sector Award 
in the 2016 Cambodia ICT Awards organized by the Ministry of 
Posts and Telecommunications of Cambodia.

Smart signed a long-term partnership 
with UNESCO to support the advance 
of quality education in Cambodia. 
The collaboration involves developing 
and implementing joint programs 
to strengthen education initiatives, 
particularly in the research and 
development of ICT education such 
as E-Learning and M-Learning, the 
promotion of literacy as well as the 
development of digital content for 
basic education.

Smart was named the Best Telecommunications Company Cambodia and 
Best CSR Company Cambodia by Global Banking & Finance Review. The 
award is given in recognition of outstanding achievements in the areas of 
telecommunications and CSR.

Smart was named Cambodia’s Mobile Service Provider 2016 by research 
firm Frost & Sullivan in recognition of its dedication in improving the mobile 
sector with advanced networks and innovative digital services.

Smart launched the SmartEdu Scholarship program which awards 10 of 
Cambodia's top students up to 15,000 USD, to cover the cost of their 
university tuition at one of Cambodia's public universities and provides 
them with an additional monthly allowance, for the duration of their 
degree. The program aims to help less fortunate students achieve their 
dream of attending university. Over the next two years, 20 more SmartEdu 
scholarships will be awarded to top students.

Smart donated more than 350,000 USD to the Ministry of Posts and 
Telecommunications of Cambodia to build a dormitory for the National 
Institute of Posts, Telecoms and Information and Communication 
Technology, Cambodia's first university specializing in this field. The Smart 
Dormitory will accommodate 100 students and includes study rooms and 
kitchens.

Activities Activities

ActivitiesActivities
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Uncompromising 
Integrity

“One of the reasons why 
I feel proud working at 
Smart Axiata is the fact 
that it is very clear that 
corruption in any form is 
unacceptable.”

Exceptional 
Performance

“They say for one to get 
exceptional results and 
learning, you first need 
to have exceptional 
standards to challenge 
yourself. This saying 
definitely resonates 
with Smart Axiata's 
philosophy. Anything we 
do, we stretch ourselves 
to deliver better and 
faster. Smart is the best!”

Accountability 

“I remember coming 
to my manager with a 
problem. He kept asking 
questions, and I initially 
just wanted a straight 
and fast answer from 
him. Later, I was able to 
realize the solution to 
my own problem, and 
I found out that he was 
asking me questions 
to realize it myself. He 
reminded me, “what 
you can do, you will do.” 
This empowered me 
to deliver better in my 
work.”

Customer 
Focus

“One time, a subscriber 
called me to raise an 
issue with his postpaid 
SIM. I had no idea how 
to solve his issue, and 
it was not really my job 
to fix. However, instead 
of asking the customer 
to wait and to call the 
hotline, I went to the 
people in the Company 
who could help him out 
faster to ensure that at 
the end of the day, he will 
be a satisfied customer. 
In Smart, we love to 
serve our customers in 
any way we can.”

Teamwork

“We celebrate our 
success together as 
“One Smart Team”. 
Every year, a huge party 
is thrown for all our staff 
to remind us of this. 
However, just being in 
the office everyday, we 
understand that none 
of us is as smart as all of 
us together. We are one 
Smart team.”

Core Values

Our five core values – Uncompromising Integrity, 

Exceptional Performance, Accountability, Customer 

Focus and Teamwork – represent our identity, 

philosophy and culture. We embody those values in 

everything that we do, and we strive to ensure that 

others will identify us through those values.

Khieu Sambo
Head of Human Resources

LY Sophallin YANG Chamnan KIM Sokheang SUTH Yanida THAN Chanroeun

Employee Testimonials 
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Core Values

Uncompromising Integrity

Exceptional Performance

Accountability

Customer Focus

Teamwork

Highest ethical standards.
No tolerance for unethical conduct.

Highest level of performance –
with a heart for people.

Responsibility, actions,
solutions, outcome.

Customer needs,
service quality, speed.

Communication, diversity, openness, 
respect, support.

• We are honest and people can trust us to be truthful and not misleading.
• We are fair towards everyone, regardless of their status, gender, religion, 

age and personal relationship with us.
• We always safeguard the interest of the Company.
• We comply with the laws, regulations and policies governing our business.
• We have zero tolerance towards corruption in any form. We do neither, 

no matter what, request, accept nor offer any improper advantages such 
as bribes, excessive gifts, excessive entertainment, kickbacks, future 
employments, future promises or any personal benefit from/to third parties 
or persons.

• We demand a high level of performance from ourselves and from everyone 
we work with.

• We benchmark our performance rigorously with the very best and strive to 
improve ourselves.

•  We challenge the status quo and embrace change to make things better.
• We are determined to win, whilst we are compassionate with people.
• We permanently strive to exceed expectations.

• We are accountable for our performance and therewith for the outcome of 
ourselves.

• We fully accept our responsibilities and we contribute to the Company’s 
success.

• We make decisions and take actions to ensure correct behaviors and 
positive results for the Company.

• We deliver what we commit.
• ‘We can do, we will do’ is our motto to make things happen. We actively 

seek solutions for problems.

• We acknowledge that our customers pay our salary and accordingly,  
we deliver best in class customer experience to both external and internal 
customers.

• We understand customer needs and strive to deliver beyond their 
expectations.

• We pursue excellence in all we do to win the hearts of customers.
• We provide exceptional services and speedy solutions to customers.
• We keep our promise towards customers.

• We take pride in winning together as One Smart Team.
• We openly and proactively share knowledge, skills, experience and 

information to ensure our team succeeds.
• We demonstrate trust, respect, honesty, integrity, hard work and sense of 

responsibility in diverse working environments.
• We communicate constructively by expressing thoughts and ideas openly, 

clearly, directly and we listen actively to others in the team.
• We fight as a team, we play as a team, we win as a team!
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Stakeholder Engagement

Stakeholder engagements are key in helping us identify sustainability issues as they have a direct influence on 
the outcomes of our business activities. Our role as a mobile service provider extends to numerous stakeholder 
groups in the country, and we recognize that we need to ensure that our sustainability program adequately 

manages all of their concerns.

To ensure the comprehensive identification of our stakeholder groups, Smart adopts an engagement methodology based on the 
principles of inclusivity, materiality and responsiveness as defined by the AA1000 Principle Standard.

Following this methodology, Smart has identified seven key stakeholder groups that are impacted by, or have a direct impact on, our 
operations. We regularly engage with these groups through both direct and indirect channels to share information and seek feedback 

about the impact of our policies and initiatives. The stakeholder groups and modes of engagement are as follows:

G4-24, G4-25, G4-26, G4-27
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Stakeholder Group Mode of Engagement Frequency

Customers

Employees

Shareholders

Regulators and 
Government Authorities

Suppliers

Media

Community

• Free 24/7 call center 
• Live chat  
• Smart Ninja serving customers digitally 
• Customer satisfaction survey 

Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
Annually

• Employee Engagement Survey by Towers 
Watson (Independent research agency) 

• Grievance and whistleblowing processes
• Town Hall meetings 
• Feedback Box 
• Internal updates and news dissemination

Annually

Ongoing
Quarterly
Ongoing
Ongoing

• Annual General Meeting (AGM) 
• Investor roadshows 
• Meetings with the Top 100 Investors 
• Board & analyst meetings

Annually
Through Axiata
Through Axiata
Through Axiata

• Meetings and discussions with the Ministry 
of Posts and Telecommunications and the 
Telecommunications Regulator of Cambodia  

• Partnerships with other various ministries 
such as Ministry of Education, Youth and 
Sports, Ministry of Commerce and Ministry of 
Environment

Ongoing

Ongoing

• Request for Proposals (RFP) 
• Supplier Code of Conduct 
• Bidding process 
• Encouraging local vendors to register legally

Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing

• Media releases/conferences/interviews
• Media engagement 
• Media Thank You/New Year Party

Ongoing
Ongoing
Annually

• 3 Pillars in CSR Agenda includes Education, 
Green Environment and Community Sports. Key 
partners include UNESCO, MoEYS, MoE, Sipar, 
World Vision, NGOs, ministries and universities 

• Axiata’s sustainability programs alignment

Ongoing

Ongoing

Stakeholder Engagement
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Stakeholder Engagement

Establish Context

Risk Assessment

Risk Identification

Risk Analysis

Risk Evaluation

Risk Treatment

Communication 
and 

Consultation

Recording, 
Monitoring
and Review

Process for Managing Risk

Risk Management Operations

Smart’s Risk Management Operations are headed by our Risk Management Committee (RMC), which plays a vital role in identifying, 
assessing and managing risks throughout the Company. The role of the RMC is to identify and implement action plans to mitigate 

risks, as well as monitoring and submitting updates to our Board of Directors (BoD) and Board Audit Committee (BAC) on a regular 
basis. The RMC holds quarterly meetings where action plans designed to mitigate significant risks and improve the Company’s risk 

management processes are determined.

Business Continuity Management (BCM)

In alignment with our Risk Management Operations, we have developed the Business Continuity Management Plan (BCM) and 
Business Impact Analysis to identify risks, threats and vulnerabilities that could impact our operations. The plans are also designed 

to reduce potential losses from risks by ensuring that we respond swiftly and effectively should a disaster occur.

We have conducted exercises such as notification tree and desktop walkthrough to test our plans and make any necessary 
adjustments.  In addition, we conducted the BCM simulation exercise to simulate disasters with various scenarios and we activated 

plans to establish the response of our recovery teams to the disaster.
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Materiality

Our Sustainability Report addresses key material indicators which are identified by our stakeholders by using a 

comprehensive methodology.

Our sustainability initiatives then address these key material indicators and they are disclosed in this report. To identify our material 

issues, Smart consults a range of sources including our stakeholders, industry groups and existing peer literature.

Material issues

External

In
te

rn
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l

G4-18, G4-20, G4-21, G4-27

 Digital Inclusion

 Data & Privacy

 Employee Development & Welfare

 Network Quality & Coverage

 Human Rights

 Responsible Business Conduct

 Energy & Climate Change

 Health & Safety

 Supply Chain Management

 Customer Service

 Community Impact-Development

 Governance & Transparency

 Product Innovation & Research

 Waste Management

 Disaster & Response

 Child & Youth Protection

 Electro Magnetic Field & Safety

 Business Performance

 Product Quality & Responsibility

 Responsible Marketing

 Risk Management

 Tax & Licenses 

 Public Policy

 Resource Optimization

 Water Conservation

 Local Hiring
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Materiality

INTERNAL SOURCES

Group KPI Group Policy Top Management 
Perception

Risk Management Matrix

We review our Key 
Performance Indicators 
(KPIs) and their relevance to 
sustainability issues.

We review the coverage of 
our policies in relation to 
sustainability.

We consider the frequency 
of each sustainability issue 
or topic taken up in Senior 
Management Group meetings 
and their correlation to 
our short- and long-term 
strategies.

We assess the Risk 
Management Matrix and the 
relationship of key risks to 
sustainability matters.

Group Materiality Matrix

Our materiality matrix summarizes the outcome of our materiality assessment process. A brief description of our material issues is 
as follows:

Material Issue Description

Network Quality and Coverage The availability and reliability of our mobile service throughout Cambodia.

Digital Inclusion The product offerings and special initiatives we undertake to ensure people at all 
socioeconomic levels can afford digital connectivity.

Employee Development and 
Welfare

Our initiatives to promote employee development and welfare such as training and 
remuneration policies.

Local Hiring The way that we emphasize the hiring of local talent in Cambodia in order to help 
invest in the national economy.

Privacy and Data Protection The level of protection we offer our stakeholders in terms of their private data and 
other confidential information.

Customer Service The quality of service we provide to our customers.

Tax and Licensing Ensuring that we effectively navigate all taxation and licensing requirements in 
Cambodia.

We have grouped these either as external or internal sources:

EXTERNAL SOURCES

Industry Perception Regulatory Perception Stakeholder Perception

Smart regularly scrutinizes the 
sustainability performance of leading 
global telecommunication companies 
as well as publicly available peer 
information. This is how we create 
benchmarks for our own performance.

We analyze feedback from our regulators 
and take action on any specific areas 
they highlight. We also incorporate the 
suggestions of regulators not directly 
related to the telecommunications 
industry.

We hold regular discussions with our 
internal staff who engage directly with 
our key stakeholders. We incorporate 
their perceptions on sustainability 
into the design of our sustainability 
framework.
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Materiality

Identification 
of Issues

Data
Analysis

Action

1

2

3

The material issues we identify from each source are then discussed by appropriate committees that decide on the next course of 
action. We craft solutions for the key material issues considered to have a significant impact on our stakeholders or our operations, 
and we draw up implementation plans. We assign targets to each initiative and these serve as benchmarks to measure the 
effectiveness of the initiative. We then communicate the results to our stakeholders via our Sustainability Report and other channels 
of communication.

Through engagement 
with both internal and 
external stakeholders

Through surveys of 
existing literature including 
internal policies

Through collation of data 
points from day-to-day 
business activities and 
internal KPIs

Data is collated and 
analyzed by the 
sustainability team

Data is used to create 
benchmark indices and 
scorecards

Data is used to create the 
materiality matrix

Senior Management discusses results and 
subsequent follow-up action

Results and matrix published in 
the Sustainability Report 

Material Issue Description

Supply Chain Management The way in which we manage and interact with our suppliers to ensure that they 
observe best practices.

Governance and Transparency The way we govern our organization and the transparency of our reporting to our 
stakeholders.

Energy and Climate Change Our initiatives to mitigate the impact of our business on the environment.

Community Impact/Development The way our social programs impact and create value for the communities of 
Cambodia.

Disaster Management and Response Our preparation for disaster management.

Business Performance Our level of profitability and returns on investments to our shareholders.
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Management Approach
to Sustainability

Our management approach to sustainability is aligned with that of Axiata Group,  
and is based on the four Sustainability Pillars model.

Smart creates long-term value in the country through our 
investments in network infrastructure and in providing 
inclusive digital services to the community that go beyond 
commercial motivations. Our investments have ramifications 
for Cambodia in terms of the economic growth as well as job 
creation. Smart is also among the largest taxpayers in the 
country. We are proud of the breadth of our network, which 
covers 98% of the population, and our growing subscriber 
base of over 8.1 million people (from 6.5 million in 2014).

The delivery of our products and services is done by our 
staff of more than 1,000 employees, all of whom have 
received world-class training and development as members 
of the Smart and Axiata families. A stable workforce is a 
key requirement of enterprise sustainability, and hence 
we work both individually and together with Axiata 
Group to develop talent and build a rewarding workplace 
environment for our people. Smart is thoroughly committed 
to a non-discriminatory policy and has in place governance 
processes to ensure that our people uphold our culture and 
UI.EP. values.

Refer to page Refer to page24 26

Beyond 
Short-Term 

Profits

Nurturing 
People
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Refer to page Refer to page28 32

Management Approach 
to Sustainability

This model ensures that the sustainability impacts of our role as a mobile provider are comprehensively addressed through our 
sustainability activities, which are aimed at securing the long-term interest of our commercial enterprise and of the country as a 
whole. The commitments of each of the Four Pillars correspond to four key areas: long-term value creation, talent development, 

operational excellence and community outreach.

At Smart, we recognize that the quality of our processes 
is a direct determinant of key performance indicators 
including the efficiency of our organization, the level 
of customer satisfaction and effective governance and 
oversight. We therefore make process excellence a key 
sustainability commitment throughout our entire chain of 
operations, involving a diverse group of stakeholders that 
includes our vendors and customers. Smart also takes 
special measures to ensure the safekeeping of customer 
data and privacy. 

Smart is mindful of its environmental footprint and in an 
effort to reduce its impact on the ecosystem has passed 
the management of its tower infrastructure to edotco, 
Axiata's specialist tower infrastructure company.
 
Smart is also very active in supporting and initiating many 
CSR initiatives to empower the people of Cambodia. 
Our CSR agenda focuses on the key goals of enhancing 
education, promoting a green environment and supporting 
the growth of community sports.

Process  
Excellence

Planet and  
Society



Smart’s contribution to 
Cambodia’s economy.

The way we are creating value 
for underserved communities.

The Beyond Short-Term Profits Pillar describes our fundamental business approach in 
Cambodia where Smart seeks to create values and relationships that extend into the 
future. Our initiatives under this Pillar include our investments into network coverage 
and the provision of our products and services to underserved Cambodians that go 
beyond commercial motivation. Our disclosures under this Pillar include:

Issue Context Approach Outcome

Network Quality and Coverage Network coverage and quality 
are top priorities for our 
business.

We pioneer new technological 
innovations to improve our 
network quality and coverage.

Enhanced accessibility to our 
services and the establishment 
of Smart as the leading 
operator in Cambodia.

Digital Inclusion There are socioeconomic 
variations in Cambodia leading 
to the exclusion of some 
segments of society from digital 
technology.

• We offer digital products 
that are in line with our 4As 
model (affordable, accessible, 
applicable and available) for 
all segments of society.

• We diversify our product line-
up through new innovations.

We provide affordable digital 
solutions to all of our customers  
in Cambodia.

G4-20, G4-27

Our investment in business and 
network infrastructure.
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Through the eyes of an artist 

Adda is an original 
Cambodian artist 
widely idolized 
for her romantic 
and pop song 
compositions.

Music has always been a part of my life and 
when I reached 13, I knew I wanted to pursue 
a career in music – whether composing, 
singing or performing. But at that time 
there were many hurdles for independent 
artists like me to overcome – from finding 
affordable recording studios to sourcing a 
publishing house. Even more challenging 

The process of composing music 
isn’t easy and it can take months 
to finish a song – sometimes 
artists wonder if the return on 
investment is really worth all the 
time and effort.

Smart’s involvement in the music industry 
has brought with it tremendous change. 
Smart’s support for local and independent 
musicians and its commitment to the legal 
distribution of music via Smart Music has 
provided real impetus to the Cambodian 
music industry. 

It’s like having a family. Smart has 
transcended the boundaries of being 
just a pure mobile services provider.

Smart encourages us to work harder, 
assuring musicians that our careers still 
have enormous potential.

Smart Music has made a significant 
contribution to Adda’s flourishing music 
career. Her latest songs such as “Nov Ti Nis 
Mean Monus Khoch Chet” and “Fire” are 
available to listen, download or purchase 
on the Smart Music app and can also be 
set as a ringback tone.

was the knowledge that widespread illegal 
music consumption and distribution was 
preventing us from fully benefiting from all 
our hard work.

Smart Music has educated our 
consumers and stands with us to 
promote local talents and their 
intellectual property rights.



The Beyond Short-Term Profits Pillar describes our fundamental business approach in 
Cambodia where Smart seeks to create values and relationships that extend into the 
future. Our initiatives under this Pillar include our investments into network coverage 
and the provision of our products and services to underserved Cambodians that go 
beyond commercial motivation. Our disclosures under this Pillar include:

G4-20, G4-27

Smart’s contribution to 
Cambodia’s economy.

The way we are creating value 
for underserved communities.

Issue Context Approach Outcome

Network Quality and Coverage Network coverage and quality 
are top priorities for our 
business.

We pioneer new technological 
innovations to improve our 
network quality and coverage.

Enhanced accessibility to our 
services and the establishment 
of Smart as the leading 
operator in Cambodia.

Digital Inclusion There are socioeconomic 
variations in Cambodia leading 
to the exclusion of some 
segments of society from digital 
technology.

• We offer digital products 
that are in line with our 4As 
model (affordable, accessible, 
applicable and available) for 
all segments of society.

• We diversify our product line-
up through new innovations.

We provide affordable digital 
solutions to all of our customers  
in Cambodia.

Our investment in business and 
network infrastructure.
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Beyond Short-Term Profits

Digital Inclusivity
Our digital offerings are modeled after the Axiata 4A approach, which was pioneered by Dialog Axiata in Sri Lanka. The 4A approach 
ensures that our digital products are Affordable, Available, Accessible and Applicable. Examples are as follows:

National Economic Contribution

In 2016, Smart contributed 313 
million USD to the Cambodian 

economy, representing 1.6% of 
total Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) while supporting more 

than 40,000 jobs.

We are also amongst the

largest taxpayers in the country, 

having remitted 65 million USD
in tax, levies and regulatory fees during 2016. 

also helps us achieve our goals of digital inclusivity throughout 
the country, which in turn helps the communities become 
more self-sustaining entities.

At the end of 2016, more than 60% of all base stations 

were equipped with 4G technology and 100% of all 

stations were equipped with 3G.

As a mobile provider, Smart makes substantial long-term 

investments in both our operating and capital expenditures 

(OPEX and CAPEX). In 2016, our total OPEX amounted to 133 
million USD while we spent an additional 75 million USD on 

CAPEX. Every 1 USD spent on CAPEX and OPEX translated to 

1.4 USD GVA contribution.

Long-Term 
Investments

of our budget goes towards improving 
network quality and coverage, which 

now stretches across all 25 provinces 

and covers 98% of the population. 

A substantial proportion
The fastest 
and widest 
network 
coverage

of total national tax income excluding 
regulatory related fees and payment.

In 2016, Smart contributed 

3.6%

Smart invested more than 75 million USD in 2016, after 60 million USD in 2015, to roll out 4G 
services across the country including constructing new infrastructure and deploying new 
technology. As a result, all large and medium cities in all provinces across Cambodia now have 
access to 4G connectivity. 

1,047

26,921

Directly 
Employed

12,688

Supported 
Indirectly - 
Operations

Supported 
Indirectly -  
Capital Investment

140 33

Operational 
Direct GVA

Capital 
Investment

million USD million USD million USD million USD 
69

Operational Indirect and  
Induced GVA

71

Productivity
GVA

In 2016, Smart employed 1,047 staff of which 37% are 
female and 98% are Cambodian.

40,656 
jobs supported

in 2016
Smart Life Insurance
In partnership with leading micro-insurance provider BIMA, we 
launched Smart Life Insurance, a first-of-its-kind mobile insurance. 
Smart subscribers can sign up for coverage through their mobile 
phones at an affordable premium as low as 4 US cents per day. By 
the end of 2015, 310,000 families were covered under Smart Life 
Insurance. It is now one of the largest providers of life insurance 
in Cambodia.

Smart Music
Smart launched Smart Music 1.0 in May 
2015, creating the first music streaming 
service in the country. We followed up on 
this launch with the second version of the 
app – Smart Music 2.0 – in November 2015. 

Smart Music 2.0 features a completely 
updated user interface and a substantially 
larger music repository. Smart Music now 
contains more than a million high-quality 
songs in its repository thanks to Smart’s 
partnership with Universal Music Group, 
Sony Music (for our K-Pop, Japanese 
Pop and Thai music selections) and six of 
Cambodia’s largest production houses. 

SmartLuy
SmartLuy is a mobile money service that allows consumers to 
transfer funds, pay bills and buy mobile top-ups from the comfort 
and convenience of their homes. Introduced in 2015, SmartLuy 
is a part of Smart’s digital ecosystem and plays a crucial role in 
providing basic banking services, particularly to those who lack 
convenient access to traditional banks.  

SmartPay
Launched in partnership with Canadia 
Bank, the SmartPay payment service 
enables customers to purchase goods and 
services through a virtual MasterCard card.

The service received the Best Private 
Sector Award in the 2016 Cambodia ICT 
Awards organized by the Ministry of Posts 
and Telecommunications of Cambodia.

Smart Music provides unlimited music 
streaming from both local and international 
artists. With customizable offline playlists and 
a smart search engine that can select songs 
based on the user’s mood, the Smart Music 
service helps our subscribers listen to their 
favorite songs legally on-demand. 

Smart works to actively develop Cambodia’s 
entertainment industry. In July 2016, Smart 
announced its “Stand with Us to Support 
Khmer Original Music” campaign designed to 
promote Khmer music and support local music 
artists by raising awareness of the importance 
of protecting their intellectual property rights.

October 2014 October 2015

February 2016MAY 2015

Applicability
Smart tailors programs to specific user groups to ensure that 
their unique needs are met. Some of our programs include:
o Famous Workers: This service helps factory workers 

learn and know their rights by broadcasting legal 
developments or changes that may affect them. Famous 
Workers is part of the International Labour Organization’s 
Better Factories program. 

o MUM Health Care: This service provides key information 
on pregnancy and postnatal care to help young mothers 
better care for their health and that of their babies. 

Our initiatives under the Digital Inclusivity approach go a long way towards building a Digital Cambodia and supporting community 
sustainability. Through our activities, we have introduced banking facilities to the previously unbanked, insurance safety nets to the uninsured 
and connectivity to the previously unconnected.  

Key Digital Ecosystem Highlights, Our digital ecosystems include the following:

Affordability
Smart offers affordable access to some of the world’s 
most popular social media and messaging apps 
including WhatsApp, Facebook, Line and Viber. 

Availability
We provide 4G coverage in all 25 provinces. Over 98% 
of Cambodians can enjoy Smart's network.

Accessibility
Our Smart Box service provides convenient and easy 
access to social media networks, emails, calendar and 
contacts from a single interface. 

Contribution 
to Gross Value 
Added in 2016



Smart recognizes that our people are our most valuable assets and key determinants 
of our success. The Nurturing People Pillar details our approaches with respect 
to recruitment, training and retention policies. To achieve our goal of building a 
sustainable talent pool, Smart works both individually and together with the Axiata 
Group to develop our talent. Our initiatives are focused on:

NURTURING 
PEOPLE

Giving our people 
the right skills and 
experience.

Inculcating our people with Axiata’s 
Uncompromising Integrity and Exceptional 
Performance (UI.EP.) values.

Creating a workplace 
conducive to creativity 
and innovation.

G4-20, G4-27

Issue Context Approach Outcome

Employee Development and 
Welfare

Dynamic industry where talent 
requirements change quickly 
alongside developments in 
technology.

• Opportunities and platforms 
for talent development and 
retention.

• Inculcating core UI.EP. values.

• A sustainable internal pipeline 
of talent that will meet our 
leadership succession needs.

• Building the capabilities of the 
local workforce.

Local Hiring Within Cambodia. • The “7-2-1” Philosophy for 
senior leadership positions.

• Recruitment policies are non-
discriminatory and based on 
merit.

Building a sustainable internal 
pipeline of talent to fill 
leadership positions throughout 
the organization.
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PORTRAIT OF A CHAMPION:

SRUN MALEN, SMART AXIATA CHAMPION 2016

Trust is a powerful tool that leaders should use to 
achieve surprising and great results,” says Srun Malen. 
She adds, “It is the means to enable innovation and new 
opportunities to emerge, by trusting your employees 
to find newer and better ways of doing things.

Malen from Smart Axiata believes that 
becoming an Axiata champion was an 
aspiration. It was an inspiration not only 
for her, but for her team members as 
well. She visualizes it as a doorway – 
to see the positive results of going the 
extra mile and giving it her all.

Malen’s personal leadership style centers 
around being trustworthy, which was 
the unique and critical factor in elevating 
her performance within Smart Axiata. 
Being entrusted with new opportunities 
and responsibilities has led her to learn 
quickly, which in turn enabled her to 
excel in all the projects that she was 
assigned with.

Furthermore, Malen sees Axiata’s shared 
values of Uncompromising Integrity and 
Exceptional Performance (UI.EP.) as the 
mantra to live by.

As the Head of Business 
Planning and Corporate 
Finance

“Smart Axiata is one of the high 
performing companies in Cambodia 
and also within Axiata Group. This is 
something that I hope to maintain. High 
performance is not just key to career 
advancement but also a culture that I 
want to instil in my team and among all 
my colleagues,” she said.

Malen has a great record of being a 
consistent performer with the maximum 
Performance Management System 
rating of 5 for three years in a row. 
She was also instrumental in setting 
up SmartLuy during the financial and 
business planning phases. In addition to 
this, she is a significant contributor to the 
overall business planning, management 
and statutory reporting in the Company. 
These achievements are a testament of 
her skills and talents.

Her focus, positive attitude and philosophy 
were noted by Thomas Hundt, CEO of 
Smart Axiata, who said, “Malen is an 
extraordinary individual whose core values, 
performance and personal accountability 
contributed significantly to the Company. 
She represents the success of what a top 
talent can achieve, given the right kind of 
guidance and development opportunities.”

Commenting on the Axiata Champions trip 
to Seoul, South Korea, she said, “The event 
management was fantastic from the start to 
the end, which provided us with incredible 
and unforgettable experiences. Among all 
the activities, the three I remember best 
include a meeting with the President of 
SK Planet on their digital transformation; 
experience sharing by the Axiata CEO panel; 
and having the opportunity to meet and get 
to know champions from other operating 
companies, for knowledge and experience 
sharing of different working environments 
across Asia – this was probably the best 
part of the trip for me.”



Smart recognizes that our people are our most valuable assets and key determinants 
of our success. The Nurturing People Pillar details our approaches with respect 
to recruitment, training and retention policies. To achieve our goal of building a 
sustainable talent pool, Smart works both individually and together with the Axiata 
Group to develop our talent. Our initiatives are focused on:

NURTURING 
PEOPLE

Giving our people 
the right skills and 
experience.

Inculcating our people with Axiata’s 
Uncompromising Integrity and Exceptional 
Performance (UI.EP.) values.

Creating a workplace 
conducive to creativity 
and innovation.

G4-20, G4-27

Issue Context Approach Outcome

Employee Development and 
Welfare

Dynamic industry where talent 
requirements change quickly 
alongside developments in 
technology.

• Opportunities and platforms 
for talent development and 
retention.

• Inculcating core UI.EP. values.

• A sustainable internal pipeline 
of talent that will meet our 
leadership succession needs.

• Building the capabilities of the 
local workforce.

Local Hiring Within Cambodia. • The “7-2-1” Philosophy for 
senior leadership positions.

• Recruitment policies are non-
discriminatory and based on 
merit.

Building a sustainable internal 
pipeline of talent to fill 
leadership positions throughout 
the organization.
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Nurturing People

Our employee welfare and development 
program is focused on providing our people 
with the skills they need to effectively perform 
their roles and also to ensure that we develop a 
next generation of leaders. 

Employee Welfare and 
Development

LA3, LA9, LA11, LA12, HR3, HR4

We conduct regular training programs 
to help our employees achieve personal 
growth and professional development, 
as well as provide opportunities to reach 
their full potential during their time with us.

to endorse and broadcast the UI.EP. values 
across the Company. 

Finally, we practice an 
open door policy with 
our staff and encourage 
them to submit any and 
all feedback. 

We also participate in the 
annual Group-wide Employee 
Engagement Survey (EES),
which collects critical employee 
feedback from across the Group. 

Axiata Values Workshop in 2015

In 2016, we launched our first line managers program designed 
as a learning series for leadership development for all managers 

in the Company.

Surveys were also carried 
out to determine the saturation 
level of our UI.EP. values and to 
seek feedback from employees 
on how we can better inculcate 
these values in the Company.

Our employee engagement 
processes also seek to establish 
formal and informal channels 
where frank exchanges between 
Management and executives 
can take place. 

This information is subsequently 
analyzed and used by Management to 
make changes where needed. 

We have in place a Feedback Box 
where employees are welcome to 
provide any constructive criticism 
about the way the Company 
operates. 

In 2016, our 
employees 
undertook a total 
of more than
20,000 hours of 
training.

We also staged the Smart X-Venture program, an innovation learning course for 
our top talent to drive new product innovation.

All of our employees are entitled to parental leave. Of those that took leave 
in 2016, 100% returned to work.

ensure that 
our staff are 
clear about the 
possibilities for 
career progression.

We hold periodic townhall meetings to encourage staff participation.
The "Good to Great Journey" campaign helps our staff understand 
how a company develops into a great company; and  the "Everyday Hero"
is an external campaign whereby our staff go to universities to describe the 
rewarding working environment we offer and the success of our Company.

Smart also conducts 
annual survey and 
benchmarks on our pay 
structure with other 
national and international 
leading companies to 
ensure competitive 
remuneration. 

Regular performance and career 
development reviews 

We have put in place a Whistleblowing Policy 
to provide a confidential and secure channel 
for employees to report misconduct or 
suspected misconduct by their colleagues or 
other stakeholders. This policy encourages our 
employees to step forward and provide details 
of misconduct including violations of our Code 
of Conduct in a timely and appropriate manner. 

EC5, EC6, LA1, LA12, LA13, HR5, HR6

Smart’s recruitment policity stipulates 
that every vacancy is filled by the best 
qualified person irrespective of age, 
gender, ethnicity or other non-relevant 
considerations.

We practice a policy of equal remuneration 
for men and women.

Each year, we compare our entry level 
wages to the local minimum wage to ensure 
we are in line with standard practices.

We do not tolerate discrimination against 
any employee and we have a range 
of channels for staff to convey their 
grievances in instances of discrimination. 
We will always take corrective action.

Diversity and Equal 
Opportunity

The number 
of senior 
management 
recruited from the 
local community 
has been steadily 
rising – from 14% 
in 2014 to 40% in 
2016.

In 2016, we 
recruited 

around 550 
new staff 
members, 
compared 

with the 410 
who left the 

Company.

Age Local/Non Local

We do not employ anyone under the age of 18 and we do not support the use of 
forced or compulsory labor.

2014

14% 40%

2016

98% of our staff are from Cambodia.

2% made up of staff from

Germany

Malaysia

Croatia

 Sri Lanka

Jordan

France

Philippines

Russia

Nepal

US

UK

Bangladesh

Kazakhstan

Taiwan

<20 Middle 
Management

Executive Non
Executive

20-29 30-39 40-49

Male Female

23 24 314 265389 182 2439 11 170 168264 48 1

Smart is committed to providing a safe 
workplace that is conducive to productivity to 
all our employees. There were no workplace 
injuries or occupational diseases reported in 
2015-2016. All our employees are competitively 
remunerated with benefits, and covered by 
health and life insurance, and provided with 
special and sick leave, overtime pay and phone 
allowances. 

The Axiata 2015 Champions from 
Smart are:

1. Sambo Sopheavatey
2. Chin Sokunthea
3. Pen Panha
4. Soth Sopheaktrea

The Axiata 2016 Champions from 
Smart are:

1. Srun Malen
2. Yang Chamnan
3. Leang Chhunleng
4. Kang Vanty
5. Ly Chanmakara
6. Hul Sovannaroth

Smart would like to take this 
opportunity to congratulate all the 
champions for their achievements and 
hopes that they will continue to put in 
the same level of performance in the 
years to come.

Grievances and 
Whistleblowing

Our top performing employees 
are recognized through the Axiata 
Champions Award. Axiata Champions is 
a Group-wide program where employees  
compete based on key performance  
indicators (KPIs).

Employee 
Recognition

LA5, LA6

Health & Safety

Soth Sopheaktrea is a Senior Business 
Intelligence Administrator at Smart. At 
24, he is one of the youngest members 
of his team, but enjoys a great deal of 
respect from his peers and colleagues. A 
member of our Data Warehousing Project, 
Sopheaktrea’s contributions reflect a 
capable and driven individual who is 
passionate about his work and loyal to his 
teammates. He was one the winners of the 
2015 Axiata Champion Award.



Building a strong work 
ethic with our vendors and 
suppliers.

Implementing checks and 
balances in our internal 
procurement policies.

Using technology to enhance 
our customer experience.

The Process Excellence Pillar details our initiatives to improve our processes across 
the value chain, including those related to customer care and protection of customer 
data, Smart’s dealings with vendors and our internal operations. We also endeavor to 
positively influence our stakeholders and seek to promote best practices throughout 
our value chain whenever possible. Under this Pillar, Smart prioritizes:

PROCESS
EXCELLENCE

Issue Context Approach Outcome

Supply Chain Management The majority of our 
procurement spend is on 
network-related technologies.

• Our Procurement Center 
handles all network-related 
procurement to improve 
efficiencies.

• We conduct Supplier 
Performance Management 
assessments for continuous 
improvement in vendor 
performance.

Optimized procurement 
budget and the development 
of a network of suppliers and 
vendors that are committed to 
best practices and enhanced 
corporate governance.

Customer Service We are a highly customer-
centric operation and operate in 
a changing environment where 
customer expectations are 
constantly evolving.

We measure customer 
satisfaction levels regularly and 
take all feedback seriously to 
identify issues and anticipate 
changes in their expectations.

Improve customer experience 
to be the best amongst service 
providers.

Privacy and Data Protection • We have access to 
confidential customer 
information.

• Digitization has increased the 
risk of data breaches.

• Adherence to local and 
industry regulations.

• Incorporating best 
cybersecurity standards into 
our practices.

• Build customers’ trust in us to 
safeguard their personal data.

• A secure environment 
ensuring the careful handling 
of sensitive information.

Governance and Responsible 
Business Conduct

• We adhere to Cambodia’s 
regulatory framework.

• The telecommunications 
business is a highly regulated 
industry involving numerous 
stakeholders.

• Setting our own standard of 
conduct using UI.EP.

• Our Enterprise Risk 
Management Framework 
adheres to the standard 
approach throughout the 
Group.

• A strong reputation as a 
reliable business partner in 
Cambodia.

• Best practices in governance 
and compliance practices.

Tax and Licensing The telco industry is generally 
subject to stringent regulations 
and high taxes.

Proactive engagements with 
local tax and regulatory bodies.

Arrive at solutions where tax 
and fees are balanced with the 
long-term sustainability of the 
industry.

G4-20, G4-27
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Process Excellence

Our procurement process 
ensures transparency and 
visibility of all procurement 
activities carried out by 
procurement personnel. 

In 2016, of our total 
procurement spend, 25% was 
sourced from local vendors.

All complaints can be submitted 
anonymously and will be dealt with 
confidentially. Some of the guiding 
principles for our suppliers are as 
follows:

1. Suppliers must respect the basic 

human rights of their employees.

2. Suppliers are prohibited from using 

child labor.

3. Suppliers must observe 

appropriate health and safety 

policies.

4. Suppliers must be committed to 

environmental protection.

5. Suppliers must ensure 

confidentiality and privacy of 

information.

6. Suppliers' practice must align with 

all laws and regulations.

Smart has in place a special 
process to handle complaints 
related to the violation of our 
suppliers' code of conduct. 

Smart endeavors 
to implement best 
practices throughout 
our value chain, 
particularly in our 
dealings with our 
vendors and suppliers. 

and just-in-time supply considerations with 
the demands of ethical business conduct 
and in the interests of maintaining good 
relationships with our suppliers. 

The process defines the main principles of 
our procurement process and defines our 
Code of Conduct vis-à-vis suppliers. 

To ensure we obtain the most competitive pricing from our 
vendors, we encourage procurement staff to conduct synergized 
cost-to-price comparisons among our various suppliers. 

Best 
Practices in 
the Value 
Chain

This is further aligned to our 
procurement policy and the 
specifications of our Limits of 
Authority (LoA). Other considerations 
include the efficiency of our suppliers 
in respect to their delivery and service 
time, as well as vendor reliability, 
quality and ethical practices.

We strive to balance efficiency 

HR10, HR11, EN33, SO9, SO10, EN32

EC9, SO5, SO11

We are vigilant in our pursuit of corruption. Any incidents of corruption, including 
misbehavior by employees or business partners, are reported via our whistle-blowing 
process and through direct complaints. All complaints are reviewed by senior members 
of staff and documented to ensure transparency.

We also have a formal grievance process in place for complaints about our impact 
on society. Our societal grievances are normally raised through systems such as our 
customer relationship management and these are typically product-related.

Customer Centricity and 
Digitizing Processes

Strong 
Governance 

Customer Privacy and 
Data Security

For our

8 million
subscribers
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Our commitment to our vendors also sees 
us working together with them to register 
legally with the appropriate authorities. 
Through registration, we ensure that our 
vendors comply with the appropriate 
regulations and that they are offered all the 
protection that comes with registration.

Customer Centricity and Digitizing 
Processes
Customer satisfaction is a key benchmark 
of all our operations and a primary 
determinant of the sustainability of our 
business. Our primary point of contact 
with our customers is through our 36 
Smart Shops and retail outlets nationwide, 
which are open throughout the year.  

Supporting the customer care activities 
is our Smart Ninja team, which provides 
customer service through social media 
platforms. We have also established a 
call center staffed 24/7 to ensure that our 
customers can get the help and information 
they need at any time of day. 

Digitizations Inside Out
New Systems: The HRIS and Intranet 
systems offered to our employees, as well 
as electronic approval processes, help to 
make us more agile as a Company and 
faster in everything that we do.

SIM Registration App: This allows us to get 
closer to our dealers and the touch points 
where our consumers buy and register their 
SIM cards. The cards now get activated via 
this app.

Streamline OSS: Streamline means we 
strive to make our processes more 
straightforward and manage our field 
forces and operations more efficiently.

Self-Optimized Network: If the network is 
self-optimizing then the quality of service 
increases substantially.

Business Continuity Management: We have 
a BCM framework in place to deal with any 
potential crisis. We also run BCM Crisis 

Simulation Exercises with the support of  
PricewaterhouseCoopers to help prepare 
us for any potential crisis.

Strong Governance 
Smart is committed to the principles of 
transparency and accountability consistent 
with good corporate governance practices. 
Our governance framework covers the 
entire range of our business activities to 
ensure that there is strong and sufficient 
oversight at all times. The governance 
framework also ensures that we comply 
with all tax and licensing requirements as 
we operate in a heavily regulated industry 
which is subject to sector-specific taxes 
and levies. Meanwhile, we also ensure that 
our operations comply with cyber security 
policies to safeguard and protect all data, 
including customer information, at all levels. 

Customer Privacy and Data Security
With more than 8 million subscribers, all 
of whom share private information with 
us, the protection of our customers’ data 
and privacy has become a fundamental 
priority in our core business. In addition 
to internal policies and data protection 
measures, we reinforce customer security 
by ensuring that SIM cards can only 
be used after the customer provides 
appropriate identification information. This 

is in line with the joint policy of the Ministry 
of Posts and Telecommunications and the 
Ministry of Interior. 

Process Excellence

SO4, SO7

Corruption
Uncompromising integrity is one of our 
core values and any form of corruption is 
a direct violation of this value. We carry 
out awareness programs to ensure that 
all of our employees are aware of our 
zero tolerance approach to corruption 
and to compromising our integrity. We 
also stage regular workshop and Intranet 
communications on UI.EP. as well as policy 
awareness sessions.

We do not tolerate anti-competitive 
behavior or violations of anti-trust and 
monopoly legislation.
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Process Excellence

Enterprise Risk Management (ERM)

Our ERM framework is designed to enable the management team to deal effectively with uncertainty and related risks to our business. 
In order to sustain our business operations and meet the expectations of our stakeholders and society, we have put in place systematic 

procedures that effectively identify, evaluate, resolve and monitor significant risks which could threaten our Company. 

ROLES (SMART STRUCTURE)

Board Audit Committee (BAC)

Heads of Department

Smart Head of Risk Management and Compliance

Internal Audit

CEO / Senior Leadership Team (SLT)

Overall oversight, monitoring and reviewing effectiveness of ERM framework

Ensure risk management process is transparent to stakeholders

Promptly report to GRM all incidents/activities exposing Smart/Axiata Group to any financial damage/
loss of good name

Ensure understanding of risk tolerances and how risk management affects daily decisions and are 
cascaded from Board of Directors to line managers

Identify principal risks and ensure the 
implementation of appropriate systems to 

manage these risks

Promote cross-functional sharing of risk 
information

Coordinate and promote risk management 
culture and implementation

Identify, analyze, respond to, monitor and 
report all risks associated within respective area 

responsibility

Ensure risks and risk management are 
incorporated into the strategic planning process, 
performance measurement system and day-to-

day operations

Focus on significant risks 
identified by risk reports

Review adequacy and integrity of internal 
control process

Adapt Group ERM framework for Smart

Monitor compliance to ERM framework,
regulatory requirements, status of action plans

Adhere to prudent risk management practices 
and acceptable control standards

Ensure all significant risks are prudently and 
consistently identified, analyzed, evaluated and 

treated

Independent review of ERM 
framework and processes

Active support of risk 
management process



Reducing our carbon 
footprint through innovation 
and policy changes.

Empowering our communities 
through education, green 
initiatives and community sports.

Making a positive change 
in the communities where 
we operate.

EN6

The Planet and Society Pillar details our contributions to our communities. Foremost 
among our CSR activities are our environmental protection, or Green initiatives, which 
have been designed to mitigate the carbon emissions of our network infrastructure and 
operations. In addition to Green initiatives, we also focus our CSR efforts on the delivery 
of programs designed to develop Cambodian society. Towards these ends, Smart is:

Issue Context Approach Outcome

Energy and Climate Change • As a telecommunications 
player our environmental 
impact is relatively smaller 
than that of most other 
industries.

• However, a substantial portion 
of our environmental impact 
is due to the construction 
and operation of our passive 
network infrastructure.

Smart continues to introduce 
green solutions to reduce its 
environmental impact.

• To reduce the size of our 
carbon footprint.

• Be more environmentally 
responsible in our business 
activities.

Disaster and Response Being a mobile network 
operator, we play a critical role 
in providing communications 
connectivity.

• A comprehensive and robust 
business continuity management 
to ensure the recovery of our 
network and our critical business 
processes in the event of a 
disaster.

• Committed to disaster 
management and response 
through Axiata's role as a 
signatory of the GSMA’s 
Humanitarian Charter.

• Quick and effective 
deployment of disaster relief 
efforts in the event of a 
disaster. 

• Ensure the minimum 
downtime of our networks in 
the event of a disaster.

Community Impact We regard ourselves as a 
responsible member of the 
community to whom we owe a 
duty of care.

We focus our CSR activities 
on supporting local education 
programs, improving awareness 
on environmental protection, and 
promoting health and sports.

Contribute to Cambodia’s social 
development needs.

PLANET AND
SOCIETY
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SMARTEDU SCHOLARSHIP

DRIVING DREAMERS TO ACHIEVE

Ten students out of more 
than 100 applicants have 
been awarded SmartEdu 

"Winning a SmartEdu 
Scholarship is very special 
to me, because it also means 
so much to my family. I can 
now chase my dreams and 
with the finances taken 
care of, I can devote my full 
attention to studying. I know 
Smart is behind me all the way."

Scholarships of up to 15,000 USD each 
to cover their university tuition fees and 
provide an additional monthly stipend for 
the duration of their degree program.

Born during Cambodia’s civil war, Kosal 
and his six brothers and two sisters 
had limited access to education and his 
aging parents struggled to support their 
large family. But Kosal was determined; 
he studied hard, achieved Grade B in 
his school leaving exam and set about 
securing a scholarship to pursue higher 
education and realize his dream of 
becoming a professional programer. 

“Throughout high school, I could barely 
afford the basic necessities. I did not 
want to ask my parents for money, so I 
took a part-time job to support my studies. 
Other kids at school had the latest phones, 
nice clothes and ate nice meals while I had 
to ride my brother’s 10-year-old bicycle to 
school and eat leftovers from the previous 
night’s dinner. But I never stopped believing 
that good things would come my way if I 
just kept working hard.

Now I am lucky enough to have the 
same educational opportunities as the 
other kids – education that will turn my 
future around. I feel great, knowing that a 
new chapter in my life is about to begin.

Obtaining a scholarship was not 
altogether easy. It involved having to 
go to the city – to a place I had never 
been before and where I didn’t know 
anyone. It was hard being away from 
my parents. I was rejected by several 
scholarship programs; staying in a city is 
expensive and I was running out of money. 
But I simply could not go back to my family 
empty handed. Then I learned about the 
SmartEdu Scholarship Program.”

In line with the Memorandum of 
Understanding signed between Smart 
and MoEYS in August 2016, SmartEdu 
Scholarships will be awarded to 20 more 
of Cambodia’s brightest underprivileged 
students within the next two years.

Suy Kosal from 
Battambang is 
one of the ten 
scholars selected 
in the first batch 
of the SmartEdu 
Scholarship 
Program. 



The Planet and Society Pillar details our contributions to our communities. Foremost 
among our CSR activities are our environmental protection, or Green initiatives, which 
have been designed to mitigate the carbon emissions of our network infrastructure and 
operations. In addition to Green initiatives, we also focus our CSR efforts on the delivery 
of programs designed to develop Cambodian society. Towards these ends, Smart is:

PLANET AND
SOCIETY

Issue Context Approach Outcome

Energy and Climate Change • As a telecommunications 
player our environmental 
impact is relatively smaller 
than of most other industries.

• However, a substantial portion 
of our environmental impact 
is due to the construction 
and operation of our passive 
network infrastructure.

Smart continues to introduce 
green solutions to reduce its 
environmental impact.

• To reduce the size of our 
carbon footprint.

• Be more environmentally 
responsible in our business 
activities.

Disaster and Response Being a mobile network 
operator, we play a critical role 
in providing communications 
connectivity.

• A comprehensive and robust 
business continuity management 
to ensure the recovery of our 
network and our critical business 
processes in the event of a 
disaster.

• Committed to disaster 
management and response 
through Axiata's role as a 
signatory of the GSMA’s 
Humanitarian Charter.

• Quick and effective 
deployment of disaster relief 
efforts in the event of a 
disaster. 

• Ensure the minimum 
downtime of our networks in 
the event of a disaster.

Community Impact We regard ourselves as a 
responsible member of the 
community to whom we owe a 
duty of care.

We focus our CSR activities 
on supporting local education 
program, improving awareness 
on environmental protection, and 
promoting health and sports.

Contribute to Cambodia’s social 
development needs.

Reducing our carbon 
footprint through innovation 
and policy changes.

Empowering our communities 
through education, green 
initiatives and community sports.

Making a positive change 
in the communities where 
we operate.

EN6



Planet & Society

Education

SmartEdu Scholarship

Smart offers 10 tertiary scholarships per year for 
deserving students to attend public universities. 
The scholars are each provided with up to 
15,000 USD for the entire study duration.

National Literacy Campaign 2015
Together with UNESCO and MoEYS, Smart 
enabled 92,000 Cambodians to read and write. 
We also locked down a long-term partnership with 
UNESCO on ICT-related education initiatives over 
the next three years.

Mobile Library

We partnered with Sipar, a non-profit organization, 
to bring a mobile library into Cambodian 
communities. The library provides convenient 
access to books to at least 1,000 children daily.

Factory Library
Smart provides factory workers in 18 factories with daily access to books and e-books (via iPads) powered by Smart 4G in collaboration with Sipar.

Friends International
Together with Friends International, we helped to 
reintegrate more than 1,000 children back into 
public schools and supported 3,000 children in 
schools in Phnom Penh and Siem Reap.

Let’s Read!
Smart partnered with Asia Foundation in a program 
whereby more than 100 writers, illustrators, book 
designers, and coders will develop children's e-books.

NIPTICT Dormitory
We donated a dormitory at NIPTICT to provide 
accommodation for at least 100 students, some 
from rural areas, giving them the opportunity to 
study at the National Institute of ICT.

Courageous Turtle
Under a program orchestra held by Meta House, we 
helped more than 30,000 students nationwide learn 
about the history of the Khmer Rouge and about 
courage.

Digital Innovation Initiatives
Smart partners with Incubator Hubs; sponsors 
various Hackathons and Tech events; and 
promotes Smart Innovation events.

Homeless Football
Smart has a three-year partnership with Happy 
Football Cambodia Australia to sponsor the 
Cambodian team to attend the Homeless World 
Cup. In 2016, the team won the Best Male Global 
Trophy in Scotland.

Phnom Penh Crown Football Club
Smart has a three-year partnership with Phnom 
Penh Crown FC which includes sponsoring a 
Young Talent Academy to train and develop 
youths in football.

Smart Dragons
Smart supports the Smart Dragons, a basketball 
team playing in the Cambodian basketball 
league. Our partnership aims to encourage the 
development of basketball as a sport in Cambodia.

Sponsoring Marathons
Smart supports every marathon in Phnom Penh, 
Sihanoukville, Siem Reap and Kampot, which are 
attended by more than 250,000 participants.

Green Environment

Community Sports

Tree Planting
More than 150 staff planted mangroves in Kampot 
and more than 90 staff planted rosewood trees in 
Oddar Meanchey.

World Habitat Day
More than 30 Smart staff joined members of the 
community to paint houses and clean up the 
community area.

Recycle Day with AIESEC
We educated young adults about the importance 
of recycling.

Green Eco School
We partnered with the Ministry of Education Youth 
and Sports and Ministry of Environment to promote 
green awareness and conducive environment in all 
public schools nationwide.

One Goal
Smart partnered with World Vision International 
and Salt Academy on a sports development 
pilot program which benefits more than 300 
vulnerable youth in Battambang, Preah Vihear 
and Takeo.

National Games
Smart has an eight-year partnership with NOCC 
to nurture and develop young national sport 
champions. More than 2,700 athletes took part 
in the inaugural National Games 2016 which 
attracted 60,000 sports enthusiasts. The 
National Games will be held every two years.

Promoting Youth 
Leadership

One of the unavoidable environmental consequences of the mobile industry 
are carbon emissions arising from the energy usage of our network 
infrastructure, e.g. our base transceiver stations and other equipment. 

To minimize the size of 
our carbon footprint

edotco is focused on 
ensuring optimal energy 
efficiency and the use of 
greener technology through 
various solutions including 
innovative tower design, 
remote surveillance and 
asset lifecycle management 
systems. 

We have also deployed solar panels at over 100 sites to partially or fully power 
the sites with green carbon emission-free energy. 

Smart continues to support AIESEC in 

Cambodia, a student youth organization, 

in our role as a Platinum Partner aiming to 

develop youth leadership through exchange 

programs.

Smart has passed the management of its passive 
network infrastructure to edotco, which is Axiata’s 
specialist tower infrastructure company. 

Smart has supported AIESEC 
both financially and with 
services to help it hold youth 

leadership conferences, student 

exchanges, local projects and 

leadership experiences. 

We strictly comply with the 
environmental laws. Compliance is 
managed by our compliance, legal and 
regulatory team. Non-compliance with 
environmental laws and regulations 
could result in significant fines as well as 
non-monetary sanctions.

Given the nature of our operations, the highest 
percentage of our energy consumption is 
from non-renewable sources, although the 
amount of energy from renewable sources is 
increasing.

There are two key energy requirements for 
our operations, namely the energy required 
for the entire network and the energy needed 

We also scrutinize the amount of e-waste and other waste that we generate.

for our office operations. Each of these 
operations is powered by both the national 
grid and fuel generators as a secondary 
power source.

In 2016, our diesel emission/gallon was 
10.1kg and our petrol emission/gallon  
was 8.8kg.
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Smart is also very active in supporting and initiating many CSR initiatives to empower the people of Cambodia. Our CSR agenda focuses 
on the key goals of enhancing education, promoting a green environment and supporting the growth of community sports.

Smart also supports the annual STEM Festival 
and Cambodia Science and Engineering 
Festival which are strongly endorsed by the 
Ministry of Education Youth and Sports. The 
festivals aim to encourage students to consider 
careers in science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics (STEM).

STEM Festival Initiatives 
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របាយការណ៏ជាភាសាខ្មែរ

អំពីកករុមហ៊រុនសមែាត

កករុមហ៊រុនសមែាត អាស្ាតា ្ូ អិលធីឌី ជាកករុមហ៊រុនទូរគមនាគមន៍ចល័តឈាន 
មរុ្គគក្នុងក្រគទសកម្នុជា ខែលសព្វថ្ងៃគនះកំពរុង្រគកមើអតិ្ិជនជាង ៨ លាននាក់ 
គកកោមស្ាកសញ្ា "សមែាត" ។ សមែាត អាស្ាតា គឺជាកករុមហ៊រុន្ររុកតសម្័ន្ធរ្រស់ 
Axiata Group Berhad ខែលជាសម្័ន្ធទូរគមនាគមន៍ធំជាងគគមួយក្នុងទ្វី្រ
អាសរុី។

ក្នុងខ្មករា ឆ្ាំ២០១៤ សមែាត បានែាក់ែំគណើរការ្រណ្ាញ 4G LTE រ្រស់្្លួន 
គហើយបានក្ាយជាក្រតិ្រត្ិករែំ្រូង្រង្អស់ ក្នុងក្រគទសកម្នុជាខែលផ្ដល់គសវា 
គនះ។ គសវា 4G LTE រ្រស់ សមែាត កគ្រែណ្្រ់ទូទាំង២៥ រាជធានីគ្ត្។ 
្រខនថែមពីគលើគនះគទៀត សមែាត ក៏ផ្ល់ជូនផងខែរនូវ គសវាទូរស័ព្ទ  2G, 2.5G, 3G 
និង 3.75G ខែលអាចគក្រើកបាស់ជាមួយនឹងពហរុក្រព័ន្ធផ្សព្វផ្សាយ និងគសវា 
អរុិនធឺណិតទូរស័ព្ទ ចរុងគកកោយ្រំផរុត និងគសវា roaming អន្រជាតិគនៅជាង 
១៩០ ក្រគទស។ នាគពល្រច្នុ្រ្បន្គនះ ្រណ្ាញ រ្រស់ សមែាត បានកគ្រែណ្្រ់គលើ 
ក្រជាជនកម្នុជាគកចើនជាង ៩៨% ទូទាំងក្រគទស។

តាមរយៈភាពជាថែគូរ្រស់្្លួនជាមួយនឹងកករុមហ៊រុន Apple កករុមហ៊រុន សមែាត បាន
ក្ាយជាក្រតិ្រត្ិករទូរគមនាគមន៍ខតមួយគត់ខែលមានសិទ្ធិខចកចាយ iPhone
និង iPad គនៅក្នុងក្រគទសកម្នុជាបាន។ គលើសពីគនះគទៅគទៀត សមែាត គឺជាថែគូផ្ាច់ 
មរុ្រ្រស់ Universal Music ក្នុងក្រគទសកម្នុជា។ Smart ជាកករុមហ៊រុនខែល 
គលើកស្ទលួយការ្រគងកើត្មែីខ្រ្រឌីជី្ល គែោយផ្ល់នូវគសវាខ្រ្រឌីជី្លនានា
រួមមាន SmartLuy, Smart Life Insurance, Smart Music និង 
SmartPay ។

សមែាត កតរូវបានទទួលស្ាល់ជាកករុមហ៊រុនទូរគមនាគមន៍ចល័តល្អ្រំផរុតគនៅកម្នុជា
ក្នុងឆ្ាំ២០១៦ និងជាកករុមហ៊រុនផ្ល់គសវាទូរគមនាគមន៍ ខែលរីកលូតលាស់ឆ្ាំ 
2015 គនៅទីផ្សារអាសរុីបា៉ាសរុីហ្វិកពីសថែា្រ័ន Frost & Sullivan។ 
គនៅក្នុងឆ្ាំែខែលសមែាត ក៏ទទួលបានពានរង្វាន់ជា កករុមហ៊រុនទូរគមនាគមន៍ល្អ្រំផរុត 
ក្នុងក្រគទសកម្នុជា និង ជាកករុមហ៊រុនខែលបានចូលរួមចំខណកការងារសង្ម
្្ស់្រំផរុតក្នុងក្រគទសកម្នុជាក្រចាំឆ្ាំ២០១៥ និង២០១៦ ពីសថែា្រ័ន Global 
Banking & Finance Review ។ 

កករុមហ៊រុនមាន្ររុគ្លិកជាង ១០០០ នាក់ ខែលរួមមានទាំងអ្កជំនាញក្នុង 
កសរុក និងអន្រជាតិ។ កករុមហ៊រុន សមែាត បានគ្រ្ជ្ាចិត្ជូនែល់អតិ្ិជន ្ររុគ្លិក 
និងក្រជាជនកម្នុជា ក្នុងការគធ្វើឲ្ជីវិតរ្រស់ពួកគគកាន់ខតក្រគសើរគ�ើង។ "សមែាត 
ជីវិតរស់រគវីក"។ 

អំពីរបាយការណ៍ននះ 

របាយការណ៍និរន្រភាពរ្រស់ សមែាត  ជារបាយការណ៍ខែលមានរយៈគពលពីរឆ្ាំ 
និងពណ៌នាអំពីសកមមែភាពនិរន្រភាពរ្រស់កករុមហ៊រុន សមែាត ចា្រ់ពីថ្ងៃ១ មករា 
ឆ្ាំ២០១៥ រហូតែល់ ថ្ងៃទី៣១ ខ្ធ្នូ ឆ្ាំ២០១៦ ។
 
របាយការណ៍និរន្ភាពឆ្ាំ២០១៥-២០១៦  គឺរបាយការណ៍ឯករាជ្ទីពីររ្រស់ពួក 
គយើង គហើយវាគផ្ោតសំ្ាន់គទៅគលើការកគ្រ់កគងរ្រស់ពួកគយើងចំគពោះហានិភ័យ
និរន្រភាព  និងឱកាសនានា ជាពិគសសគឺ ផល្រ៉ះពាល់គទៅគលើគសែ្ឋកិច្ ្ររិសថែាន 
និងសង្ម ("EES") គកើតគចញពី អាជីវកមមែ និងសកមមែភាពនានារ្រស់កករុមហ៊រុន 
សមែាត ។  

គនៅឆ្ាំ ២០១៤ របាយការណ៍និរន្រភាពរ្រស់គយើងគផ្ដោតគលើការវាយតថម្គលើផល
្រ៉ះពាល់រ្រស់កករុមហ៊រុន សមែាត គទៅគលើក្រគទសកម្នុជា ជាពិគសសគឺការរួមចំខណក 
រ្រស់គយើងែល់សង្មជាតិ ក៏ែូចជាការអភិវឌ្ឍន៍ជាតិ ។ គនៅឆ្ាំ ២០១៥-២០១៦ 
ពួកគយើងបាន្រន្គធ្វើការខកលម្អ និងខកទកមង់្រខនថែមគទៀតគទៅចំគពោះវិធីសាសស្ក្នុង
ការផ្សព្ធផ្សាយ និងគគោលការណ៍នានា ទាក់ទិននឹងនិរន្រភាពរ្រស់គយើង ។

គយើងែឹង្ាការគ្រ្ជ្ាចិត្ចំគពោះនិរន្រភាពគឺជាែំគណើរវិវត្ន៍ឥតឈ្រ់ឈរ គហើយ 
នឹងមិន្រញ្្រ់កតឹមខតមួយឆ្ាំគនោះគទ ។ គយើងបានសគកមចបានសមិទ្ធផល 
អស្ារ្នានា ក្នុង្រ៉រុនមែានឆ្ាំ្មែីៗគនះ គហើយក្នុងឆ្ាំ្ាងមរុ្ គគោលគែៅរ្រស់គយើងគឺ 
នឹង្រន្វិភាគ និងពកងីក្រខនថែមគែើម្បីសគកមចបានសមិទ្ធផល គអោយកាន់ខតគកចើន 
ជាងមរុនគទៀត។
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របាយការណ៏ជាភាសាខ្មែរ

របាយការណ៍និរន្រភាពរ្រស់គយើង ក្រកាន់យកគគោលការណ៍ខណនាំអន្រជាតិ 
G4 (GRI-G4) ខែលជាអង្ការឯករាជ្ស្ង់ែារអន្ដរជាតិ ខែលជួយឱ្            
កករុមហ៊រុនវិភាគផល្រ៉ះពាល់ថនក្រតិ្រត្ិការរ្រស់ពួកគគគលើ្រញ្ានិរន្ភាពនានា។
  
សារពីអគ្គនាយកក្រតិ្រត្ិ

ជូនចំគពោះអ្កទាំងអស់គ្ា
ក្នុង្ររិ្រទអាជីវកមមែ និងអង្ការ និរន្រភាព ធមមែតាសំគែៅែល់រគ្រៀ្ររ្រ្រថនការ 
កគ្រ់កគងគលើផល្រ៉ះពាល់រ្រស់្្លួនគទៅគលើមូលែ្ឋានកគឹះទាំង្រី គឺគសែ្ឋកិច្ 
្ររិសថែាន និងសង្ម (EES) ខែលនាំគទៅរក លទ្ធភាព គជោគជ័យរយៈគពលខវង 
សកមា្រ់សថែា្រ័នរ្រស់្្លួន ក៏ែូចជាសកមា្រ់តំ្រន់ខែល្្លួនក្រតិ្រត្ិការ និង 
សង្មខែល្្លួន្រគកមើ ។ 

គនៅកករុមហ៊រុន សមែាត និរន្រភាពគឺជាមូលែ្ឋានទស្សនវិជ្ាក្នុងការគធ្វើអាជីវកមមែរ្រស់  
ពួកគយើងចា្រ់តាំងពីគយើងគធ្វើក្រតិ្រត្ិការកាលពីកបាំ្រីឆ្ាំមរុនមកគម្៉ះ។   គគោលគែៅ
និរន្រភាពរ្រស់គយើងកគ្រែណ្្រ់គលើកគ្រ់ខផ្កទាំងអស់ ខែលអាចមានផល
្រ៉ះពាល់មកគលើអាជីវកមមែរ្រស់គយើង ។ គគោលគែៅគនះរួម្រញ្នូលការសាងសង់   
គហែ្ឋារចនាសម្័ន្ធ្រណ្ាញរ្រស់ពួកគយើង ការធានាបាន្ាផលិតផល និងគសវា 
កមមែរ្រស់ពួកគយើងអាចគក្រើកបាស់បាន និងមាន្ររិយា្រន្ ការកសាងធនធាន 
មនរុស្ស រួម្រញ្នូលទាំងអ្កមានគទពគកោសល្រ្រស់ពួកគយើងជាគកចើន ខកលម្អ 
ែំគណើរការរ្រស់ពួកគយើង ការការពារ្ររិសថែាន និងគធ្វើឲ្មានការផ្ាស់្រ្នូរជាផល 
វិជ្មានគនៅក្នុងសង្មខែលគយើងរស់គនៅ។ ក្នុងនាមជាកករុមហ៊រុនផ្ល់គសវា 
ទូរគមនាគមន៍ និង្រគច្កវិទ្ាក្នុងទីផ្សារខែលកំពរុងខតរីកចគកមើន ពួកគយើងកតរូវ
ខតមានទំនួល្រុសកតរូវក្នុងការ្ិត្ំក្រឹងខក្រងឲ្អស់ពីលទ្ធភាព ក្នុងការ ធានាឲ្ 
បាន្ា អាជីវកមមែរ្រស់ពួកគយើងនឹងរីកលូតលាស់ជាមួយគ្ា នឹងអ្កជា្រ់       
ពាក់ព័ន្ធទាំងអស់ និងក្រជាជនកម្នុជាគនៅក្នុងសហគមន៍គយើងផងខែរ។
 
របាយការណ៍និរន្ភាពក្រចាំឆ្ាំ២០១៥-២០១៦ រ្រស់ពួកគយើងគឺជាការរំលឹក 
គ�ើងវិញជាគទៀងទាត់ គទៅគលើចក្នុវិស័យទាំងមូលរ្រស់ពួកគយើងក្នុងការផ្សារ 
ភ្ា្រ់ក្រជាជនក្នុងក្រគទសកម្នុជា វាក៏ជាសក្ីភាពមួយផងខែរ គែើម្បី្រន្ការគ្រ្ជ្ា 
ក្នុងរយៈគពលខវងរ្រស់ពួកគយើង គឆ្ោះគទៅរកនិរន្រភាព និងការសន្ារ្រស់ពួក
គយើងក្នុងការរក្សាកកមិតការងារ្្ស់គែើម្បីសគកមចយកគគោលគែៅគនោះ។
 

អនរុគលោមគទៅតាមកក្រ្័ណ្ឌរបាយការណ៍និរន្រភាពរ្រស់ Axiata Group    
ពួកគយើងក៏នឹងផ្សព្ធផ្សាយការកគ្រ់កគងផល្រ៉ះពាល់ គសែ្ឋកិច្ ្ររិសថែាន និងសង្ម 
(EES)  រ្រស់ពួកគយើងកស្រនឹងសសរស្ម្ភនិរន្រភាពសំ្ាន់ទំាង្រួន រួមមាន៖

• សសរស្ដម្ភទី១- ន�ើសពីកបាក់ចំនណញរយៈនព�្្ី- ្រគងកើតគរុណតថម្រយៈ
គពលខវងតាមរយៈការវិនិគយោគរ្រស់ពួកគយើង ក៏ែូចជាការធានាឲ្បាននូវ 
្ររិយា្រន្ ក្នុងផលិតផល និងគសវាកមមែរ្រស់ពួកគយើង។

• សសរស្ដម្ភទី២- ការកសាងធនធានមនរុស្ស- ការ្រណ្តះ្រណ្ាលធនធាន 
មនរុស្សលំែា្រ់ពិភពគលោក ខែលខផ្អកគលើគរុណតថម្ស្នូលរ្រស់ Axiata     
រួមមានការក្រកាន់្្ា្រ់វិន័យែាច់្ាត និងការក្រតិ្រត្ិការងារគលើសពីការ 
រំពឹងទរុក ("UI.EP")។  

• សសរស្ដម្ភទី៣- ដំនណើរការ�្អឥតន្ចោះ- ការខកលម្អគលើែំគណើរការគែើម្បី 
ធានាបាននូវក្រសិទ្ធភាពក្នុងការ្រគកមើអតិ្ិជនរ្រស់គយើង និងក្រតិ្រត្ដិការ 
ថផ្ទក្នុងរ្រស់កករុមហ៊រុន។

• សសរស្ដម្ភទី៤- ពិភពន�ោក និងសង្គម- ការផ្លួចគផ្ើមគគកមោងក្នុង្រំណងជួយ 
កាត់្រនថែយផល្រ៉ះពាល់ែល់្ររិសថែានរ្រស់គយើង និង ការរួមចំខណកការងារ 
សង្មកម្នុជា ( CSR) ។

កពរឹត្ិការណ៍សំ្ាន់ៗក្នុងឆ្ាំ២០១៦

• បានក្ាយជាកករុមហ៊រុនទូរគមនាគមន៍ែំ្រូងគគខែលផ្ល់គសវា 4G គនៅតាម 
កគ្រ់២៥ គ្ត្កករុង។

• បានគ្រើកែំគណើរការ្រណ្ាញ 4G + រ្រស់្្លួន គហៅ្ា LTE Advanced 
ខែលផ្ល់គសវាអរុិនធឺណិតកាន់ខតគលឿនជាងមរុន។

• បាន្រគងកើតការងារសកមា្រ់ក្រជាជនកម្នុជាជាង ៤០០០០ នាក់ រួមចំខណកទឹក 
កបាក់ 313 លានែរុលា្រែល់គសែ្ឋកិច្ជាតិខែលគសមែើនឹង ១.៦% ថនផលិតផល 
ក្នុងកសរុកសររុ្រ (GDP) រ្រស់កម្នុជា។

• បានវិនិគយោគទឹកកបាក់ចំនួន 75 លានែរុល្ារអាគមរិកគលើគហែ្ឋារចនា   
សម្័ន្ធទូរគមនាគមន៍រ្រស់កម្នុជា្រន្ទា្រ់ពីបានវិនិគយោគជាង 60 លាន 
ែរុល្ារអាគមរិក ក្នុងឆ្ាំ 2015 ។
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របាយការណ៏ជាភាសាខ្មែរ

• ្រន្គធ្វើការវិនិគយោគគលើការអភិវឌ្ឍជំនាញនានា រ្រស់្ររុគ្លិករ្រស់គយើង។ 
កមមែវិធីែំ្រូង្រង្អស់រ្រស់គយើង សកមា្រ់្រគងកើនជំនាញភាពជាអ្កែឹកនាំ 
រ្រស់អ្កកគ្រ់កគង និង កមមែវិធី Smart X-Venture គែើម្បីែរុស្ាត់ែល់ 
្ររុគ្លិកខែលមានគទពគកោសល្រ្រស់គយើង។

• បានចា្រ់គផ្ើមគគកមោងកគ្រ់កគងចីរភាពពាណិជ្កមមែរ្រស់គយើង (Business 
Continuity Management) ខែលជាខផនការលម្អិតសកមា្រ់កគ្រ់កគង
គកគោះមហន្រាយធមមែជាតិ ឬគហតរុការជាយ្ាគហតរុណាមួយ។

• ក្នុងភាពជាថែគូជាមួយធនាគារកាណាឌីយ៉ា គយើងបានគ្រើកែំគណើរការគសវា 
ទូទាត់កបាក់ SmartPay ខែលអនរុញ្ាតឱ្អតិ្ិជនទិញទំនិញនិងគសវា 
កមមែអន�ាញ តាមរយៈ MasterCard និមមែិត ។ 

• ្រន្អនរុវត្កក្រ្័ណ្ឌនិរន្រភាពឲ្កស្រគទៅតាមកក្រ្័ណ្ឌរ្រស់ Axiata 
Group ។

• ្រន្គផ្ដោតគលើកមមែវិធី CSR គែើម្បីគលើកគលើកកម្ស់ការរស់គនៅរ្រស់ក្រជាជន
កម្នុជា ជាពិគសសគនៅក្នុងវិស័យអ្រ់រំ ្ររិសថែានថ្រតង និងកី�ាសហគមន៍។

• បានទទួលរង្វាន់ជា កករុមហ៊រុនទូរគមនាគមន៍ល្អ្រំផរុត និងជាកករុមហ៊រុនខែលបាន 
ចូលរួមចំខណកការងារសង្ម្្ស់្រំផរុត ពីសថែា្រ័ន Global Banking 
& Finance Review។ ទទួលរង្វាន់ទីផ្សារកំពរុងលូតលាស់ល្អ្រំផរុតគនៅ 
អាសរុីបា៉ាសរុីហ្វិក និងជាកករុមហ៊រុនទូរគមនាគមន៍ចល័តល្អ្រំផរុតគនៅកម្នុជាពី 
សថែា្រ័ន Frost & Sullivan ។ ជាកករុមហ៊រុនក្រតិ្រត្ិល្អ្រំផរុតក្នុងវិស័យឯក
ជន គនៅក្នុងកមមែវិធីផ្ដល់រង្វាន់ Cambodia ICT Awards។

កពរឹត្ិការណ៍សំ្ាន់ៗក្នុងឆ្ាំ២០១៥

• ខណនំាគគកមោងទូរស័ព្ទ្មែីៗ គែើម្បីផ្ល់គរុណក្រគយោជន៍កាន់ខតគកចើន 
សកមា្រ់អតិ្ិជនរ្រស់ពួកគយើង ក៏ែូចជាផ្សារភ្ា្រ់គំលាតឌីជី្ល។

• ្រគងកើតយរុទ្ធនាការ "្្នុំគលឿនជាងគគ" គែើម្បីអ្រ់រំ និងគលើកកម្ស់ការយល់ែឹង
ពីទូរស័ព្ទសមែាតហ្វនូន ការគក្រើកបាស់អរុិនធឺណិត និងការភ្ា្រ់្រណ្ាញ 4G ។ 

• ខណនាំពីកមមែវិធីស្ា្រ់ចគកមៀង Smart Music ្មែីរ្រស់ពួកគយើងគែើម្បីផ្ល់
ឲ្អតិ្ិជនទទួលបានការកំសាន្ ជាមួយនឹងតសន្ីល្អ្រំផរុតមកពីជរុំវិញពិភព
គលោក និងជាវិទិការែ៏សមកស្រមួយសំរា្រ់អ្កចគកមៀងក្នុងកសរុកគែើម្បីគធ្វើ  
ការផ្សព្វផ្សាយតសន្ីរ្រស់ពួកគគ។ 

• បានគរៀ្រចំកពឹត្ិការណ៍តកនី្លំែា្រ់អន្រជាតិសខម្ងគែោយ កញ្ា Demi 
Lovato និង Jessie J គែើម្បីផ្ល់ការកំសាន្លំែា្រ់អន្រជាតិ និង     
្រណ្តះគំនិតឲ្សហគមន៍រ្រស់ពួកគយើង គលើកកម្ស់ស្ង់ែារការសខម្ង   
មួយសកមា្រ់រង្វង់សិល្បៈតសន្ីក្នុងកសរុក ។

គរុណតមម្ស្នូ� 

គលោក គ្ៀវ សំ្រូរ ក្រធានខផ្កធនធានមនរុស្សរ្រស់កករុមហ៊រុន សមែាត បាន 
មានក្រសាសន៍្ា "គរុណតថម្ស្នូលទាំងកបាំរ្រស់ពួកគយើង គឺមានែូចជា 
ការក្រកាន់្្ា្រ់នូវវិន័យែាច់្ាត ការក្រតិ្រត្ិការងារគលើសពីការរំពឹងទរុក ភាព 
មានទំនួល្រុសកតរូវ្្ស់ អតិ្ិជនជាអាទិភាព និងការងារជាកករុម ខែលទាំង 
គនះ ្រង្ាញពីអត្សញ្ាណ ទស្សនវិជ្ា និងវ្រ្បធម៌រ្រស់ពួកគយើង។ ពួកគយើង 
ក្រកាន់្្ា្រ់តថម្ទាំងអស់គនះ រាល់កិច្ការខែលពួកគយើងគធ្វើ គហើយពួកគយើង 
ព្ាយាមធានា្ាអ្កែថទ នឹងទទួលស្ាល់ពួកគយើងជាមួយនឹងតថម្ទាំងគនោះ។"

ការរួម្រញចនូ� អ្កជា្រ់ពាក់ព័ន្ធទាំងអស់

ការរួម្រញ្នូលពីអ្កជា្រ់ពាក់ព័ន្ធទាំងអស់ គឺជាគន្ឹះក្នុងការជួយពួកគយើងឲ្កត់
សម្ាល់ពី្រញ្ានិរន្រភាពនានា គែោយសារខតពួកគគមាន ឥទ្ធិពលគែោយផ្ទាល់ 
គលើលទ្ធផលថនសកមមែភាពអាជីវកមមែរ្រស់ពួកគយើង។ តួនាទីរ្រស់ពួកគយើងក្នុង 
នាមជាកករុមហ៊រុនផ្ល់គសវាទូរគមនាគមន៍ បានពកងីកគទៅែល់កករុមអ្កជា្រ់ 
ពាក់ព័ន្ធជាគកចើន គនៅក្នុងក្រគទស គហើយពួកគយើងទទួលស្ាល់្ាពួកគយើងកតរូវខត
ធានា្ាកមមែវិធីនិរន្រភាពរ្រស់ពួកគយើង អាចគឆ្ើយត្ររាល់្រញ្ាទាំងអស់រ្រស់
ពួកគគបានកគ្រ់កគាន់។ 

គែើម្បីធានាបាននូវការកំណត់អត្សញ្ាណទូលំទូលាយ ថនកករុមខែលជា្រ់ពាក់ 
ព័ន្ធរ្រស់ពួកគយើង កករុមហ៊រុន សមែាត បានគក្រើកបាស់វិធីសាសស្ជំររុញឲ្មានការ 
ចូលរួម គែោយខផ្អកគលើគគោលការណ៍ថន្ររិយា្រន្ ្្ឹមសារ និងការគឆ្ើយត្រ    
ខែលបាន្រង្ាញក្នុងស្ង់ែារគគោលការណ៍ AA1000។ 

គយោងគទៅតាមវិធីសាសស្គនះ កករុមហ៊រុន សមែាត បានកំណត់កករុមអ្កជា្រ់ពាក់ 
ព័ន្ធសំ្ាន់ៗចំនួនកបាំពីរ ខែលទទួលការ្រ៉ះពាល់ ឬក៏មានការ្រ៉ះពាល់មកគលើ     
ក្រតិ្រត្ិការរ្រស់ពួកគយើងគែោយផ្ទាល់។ ពួកគយើងខតងខតកបាកស័យទាក់ទងជា
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របាយការណ៏ជាភាសាខ្មែរ

មួយកករុមទាំងគនះ គែោយផ្ទាល់ និងគែោយក្រគយោល គែើម្បីខចករំខលកព័ត៌មាន 
និងទទួលបានមតិសថែា្រនារ្រស់ពួកគគ ទាក់ទិននឹងផល្រ៉ះពាល់ខែលគកើតគចញពី 
គគោលនគយោបាយ និងគំនិតផ្លួចគផ្ើម្មែីរ្រស់ពួកគយើង។ សកមា្រ់តារាងលំអិតថន
ការរួម្រញ្នូលអ្កជា្រ់ពាក់ព័ន្ធរ្រស់ពួកគយើង សូមគ្រើកគទៅទំព័រ ១៨ ថនរបាយ  
ការណ៍ពីនិរន្រភាពក្រចាំឆ្ាំ២០១៥-២០១៦ រ្រស់ពួកគយើង។

ការកគ្រ់កគងហានិភ័យ 

កករុមហ៊រុន សមែាត មានរចនាសម្័ន្ធកគ្រ់កគងហានិភ័យសកមា្រ់សហកគាស 
យ៉ាងទូលំទូលាយរួចជាគកសច គែើម្បីក្រសិទ្ធភាពក្នុងការគែោះកសាយជាមួយ 
នឹងហានិភ័យខែលមិនរំពឹងទរុក និងរាល់ហានិភ័យខែលទាក់ទងនឹងអាជីវកមមែ 
រ្រស់ពួកគយើង។ តាមរយៈរចនាសម្័ន្ធទាំងគនះ ពួកគយើងអាចកំណត់ វាយតថម្ 
គែោះកសាយ និងកគ្រ់កគងហានិភ័យធំៗ ខែលអាចមានផល្រ៉ះពាល់មកគលើកករុម
ហ៊រុនរ្រស់ពួកគយើងបានគែោយមានក្រសិទ្ធភាព។ 

ក្រតិ្រត្ិការសំរា្រ់កគ្រ់កគងហានិភ័យរ្រស់កករុមហ៊រុន សមែាត កតរូវបានែឹកនាំគែោយ
គណៈកមមែាធិការកគ្រ់កគងហានិភ័យរ្រស់ពួកគយើង ("RMC") ខែលគែើរតួនាទី 
សំ្ាន់ក្នុងការកំណត់ វាយតថម្ និងកគ្រ់កគងហានិភ័យនានាគនៅក្នុងកករុមហ៊រុន។ 
គណៈកមមែាធិការគនះ  ក៏មានទំនួល្រុសកតរូវផងខែរចំគពោះការគរៀ្រចំ និងការអនរុវត្ 
ខផនការសកមមែភាពនានាគែើម្បីកាត់្រនថែយហានិភ័យ និងពិនិត្តាមែាន ក៏ែូចជា 
រាយការណ៍ជូន គទៅកាន់កករុមក្រឹក្សាភិបាល និងកករុមក្រឹក្សាគណៈកមមែាធិការ 
សវនកមមែរ្រស់ពួកគយើងជាក្រចាំ។ RMC គរៀ្រចំកិច្ក្រជរុំក្រចាំកតីមាសខែល    
ខផនការសកមមែភាពកតរូវបាន្រគងកើតគ�ើង គែើម្បីកាត់្រនថែយហានិភ័យនិង្រគងកើន     
ែំគណើរការកគ្រ់កគងហានិភ័យរ្រស់កករុមហ៊រុនឲ្កាន់ខតមានក្រសិទ្ធភាព។

ខែនការកគ្រ់កគងចីរភាពអាជីវកមមែ (BCM)

កស្រគទៅតាមក្រតិ្រត្ិការកគ្រ់កគងហានិភ័យរ្រស់គយើង គយើងបាន្រគងកើតនូវ 
ខផនការកគ្រ់កគងចីរភាពអាជីវកមមែ (Business Continuity Management) 
និងការវិភាគផល្រ៉ះពាល់អាជីវកមមែ គែើម្បីកំណត់ពីហានិភ័យ កត្ាគំរាមកំខហង 
និងកត្ាងាយរងគកគោះខែលអាច្រ៉ះពាល់ែល់ក្រតិ្រត្ិការអាជីវកមមែរ្រស់គយើង។ 
ខផនការគនះក៏កតរូវបាន្រគងកើតគ�ើងផងខែរគែើម្បីកាត់្រនថែយការបាត់្រង់នានាគែោយ
សារហានិភ័យ និងគែើមី្បធានាបាន្ាគយើងអាចគឆ្ើយត្រយ៉ាងឆា្រ់រហ័ស និង

មានក្រសិទ្ធិភាពក្នុងករណីខែលមានគកគោះមហន្រាយគកើតគ�ើង។

គយើងបានអនរុវត្នូវលំហាត់នានារួមមានរគ្រៀ្រក្នុងការជូនែំណឺង និងអនរុវត្ 
ជគម្ៀសសាកល្បងក្នុងករណីមានអាសន្ ។ គលើសពីគនះគទៀតគយើងបានអនរុវត្
លំហាត់សាកល្បងគែើម្បីគឆ្ើយត្រគទៅនឹងហានិភ័យនានាជាមួយនឹងគសណារីយ៉ូ 
ជាគកចើនខែលគយើងបាន្រគងកើតគ�ើង គហើយគយើងអនរុវត្ខផនការនានាគែើម្បី្រគងកើត
ការគឆ្ើយត្រពីកករុមសគសង្ោះ គនៅចំគពោះមរុ្គកគោះមហន្រាយ។

ការកំណត់សូចនាករខដ�កតរូវរាយការណ៍

របាយការណ៍ស្ីពីនិរន្រភាពរ្រស់គយើងបាន្រង្ាញពីសូចនាករសំ្ាន់ៗ   ខែល
កតរូវបានកំណត់គែោយភាគីពាក់ព័ន្ធរ្រស់គយើងគែោយគក្រើវិធីសាសស្ទូលំទូលាយ។ 
គំនិតផ្លួចគផ្ើមខផ្កនិរន្រភាពរ្រស់គយើងនឹងគែោះកសាយ្រញ្ាសំ្ាន់ៗ   ខែលនឹង
្រង្ាញគនៅក្នុងរបាយការណ៍គនះ។ គែើម្បីកំណត់សូចនាករគនះ កករុមហ៊រុន សមែាត 
ក្រឹក្សាគយោ្រល់ជាមួយក្រភពនានា រួមមានអ្កជា្រ់ពាក់ព័ន្ធ អ្កជំនាញក្នុង 
ឧស្សាហកមមែ និងក្នុងខផ្កនិរន្រភាពគនះ។ រាល់្រញ្ាខែលគយើងបានកំណត់ 
បានពីក្រភពនីមួយៗ កតរូវបានពិភាក្សា្រន្ជាមួយគណៈកមមែាធិការសមកស្រ 
គែើម្បីសគកមចគលើសកមមែភាព្រន្ទា្រ់។ គយើងក៏កំណត់នូវែំគណោះកសាយនានា  
សកមា្រ់្រញ្ាសំ្ាន់ ខែលកតរូវបានចាត់ទរុក្ាមានឥទ្ធិពលយ៉ាង្្ាំងគទៅគលើ
អ្កពាក់ព័ន្ធ ឬក្រតិ្រត្ិការអាជីវកមមែរ្រស់គយើង គែើម្បី្រគងកើតខផនការអនរុវត្ន៍។     
គយើងកំណត់ទិសគែៅសកមា្រ់គំនិតផ្ដលួចគផ្ដើមនីមួយៗ គហើយទិសគែៅទាំងគនះគឺជា
និយាមការណ៍គែើម្បីវាស់ខវងអំពីក្រសិទ្ធភាពថនគំនិតផ្ដលួចគផ្ដើម ។ ្រន្ទា្រ់មក គយើង
ផ្សព្វផ្សាយលទ្ធផលែល់អ្កជា្រ់ពាក់ព័ន្ធតាមរយៈរបាយការណ៍និរន្រភាពរ្រស់
គយើង និងតាមវិធីសាសស្គផ្សងគទៀតថនការកបាកស័យទាក់ទង ។ 

សកមា្រ់ពត៌មានលម្អិតអំពីក្រភព និងសូចនាកររ្រស់គយើង សូមកត�្រ់គទៅកាន់ 
ទំព័រ ២១ ថនរបាយការណ៍និរន្រភាពរ្រស់គយើង។

វិធីសាសស្កគ្រ់កគងនឆពោះនទៅកាន់និរន្រភាព

គនៅកករុមហ៊រុន សមែាត ពួកគយើងបានែឹង្ា តួនាទីរ្រស់ពួកគយើងជាកករុមហ៊រុនផ្ល់
គសវាទូរគមនាគមន៍ និង្រគច្កវិទ្ា អាចមានឥទ្ធិពលគកចើនគទៅគលើក្រគទស ។ 
ែូគច្ះគហើយបានជាគយើងបានសកម្រ្្លួន គទៅនឹងគគោលការណ៍និរន្រភាពរ្រស់ 
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កករុមហ៊រុន Axiata Group  ខែលតកមរូវឲ្ពួកគយើងកាត់្រនថែយផល្រ៉ះ ពាល់គលើ 
គសែ្ឋកិច្ ្ររិសថែាន និង សង្ម ពីក្រតិ្រត្ិការណ៍រ្រស់ពួកគយើង ្ណៈខែល 
្រគងកើតតថម្គទៅកាន់សហគមន៍ ខែលពួកគយើងក្រតិ្រត្ិការ។

វិធីសាសស្កគ្រ់កគងគឆ្ោះគទៅកាន់និរន្រភាពរ្រស់ពួកគយើង គឺកស្រជាមួយនឹង 
វិធីសាសស្ រ្រស់ Axiata Group    គហើយកតរូវបានខផ្អកគទៅគលើគំរូសសរស្ម្ភ 
និរន្រភាពទាំង្រួន។   គំរូគនះធានាបាន្ាផល្រ៉ះពាល់គទៅគលើនិរន្រភាពខែលគកើត
គចញពីតួនាទីរ្រស់ពួកគយើង ក្នុងនាមជាកករុមហ៊រុនផ្ល់គសវាទូរគមនាគមន៍ 
កតរូវបានគែោះកសាយបានទូលំទូលាយ តាមរយៈសកមមែភាពជានិរន្រភាពរ្រស់ 
ពួកគយើង ខែលមានទិសគែៅរក្សាអតថែក្រគយោជន៍រយៈគពលយូរ ថនកករុមហ៊រុនរ្រស់ 
ពួកគយើង និងក្រគទសកម្នុជាទាំងមូល។ 

ការគ្រ្ជ្ារ្រស់សសរស្ម្ភនីមួយៗ ក្នុងចំគណោមសសរស្ដម្ភទាំង្រួន គឆ្ើយ 
ត្រគទៅនឹងខផ្កសំ្ាន់ៗទាំង្រួន៖ ការ្រគងកើតគរុណតថម្រយៈគពលខវង ការកសាង 
ធនធានមនរុស្ស  ការក្រតិ្រត្ិការណ៍ល្អឥតគ្្ោះ និងការរួមចំខណកគទៅក្នុង 
សហគមន៍រ្រស់គយើង។

• សសរស្ដម្ភទី១៖ ន�ើសពីកបាក់ចំណូ�រយៈនព�្្ី
 កករុមហ៊រុន សមែាត ្រគងកើតគរុណតថម្រយៈគពលខវងគនៅក្នុងក្រគទសតាមរយៈ   

ការវិនិគយោគរ្រស់គយើងគនៅក្នុងគហែ្ឋាសម្័ន្ធ្រណ្ាញ និងតាមរយៈការផ្ត់
ផ្ង់គសវាឌីជី្លខ្រ្រ្ររិយា្រន្ចូលគទៅកាន់សហគមន៏ ខែលគលើសពីការ 
ជំររុញទឹកចិត្ខផ្កពាណិជ្កមមែគទៅគទៀត។ ការវិនិគយោគរ្រស់គយើងពិតជាមាន 
ឥទ្ធិពលមកគលើក្រគទសកម្នុជា ក្នុងការជួយឲ្ រីកលូតលាស់ថនគសែ្ឋកិច្ ក៏
ែូចជាការ្រគងកើតការងារែល់ក្រជាជនគយើងផងខែរ។ កករុមហ៊រុន សមែាត ក៏សថែិត
គនៅក្នុងចំគណោមអ្ក្រង់ពន្ធធំជាងគគ្រំផរុតគនៅក្នុងក្រគទសកម្នុជាផងខែរ។ 

 គយើងពិតជាមានគមោទនភាពចំគពោះទំហំ្រណ្ាញរ្រស់គយើង ខែលកគ្រ 
ែណ្្រ់រហូតែល់ ៩៨% ថនចំនួនក្រជាជនសររុ្រ គហើយចំនួនអ្កគក្រើកបាស់
ខែលកំពរុងខតគកើនគ�ើងរ្រស់គយើងមានចំនួន ៨.១លាននាក់ (គកើនគ�ើងពី 
៦.៥លាននាក់គនៅក្នុងឆ្ាំ ២០១៤)។

• សសរស្ដម្ភទី២៖ ការកសាងធនធានមនរុស្ស
 ការគាំកទែល់ការលក់ផលិតផល និងផ្ដល់គសវាកមមែរ្រស់ពួកគយើង គឺគធ្វើ 

គ�ើងគែោយ្ររុគ្លិករ្រស់ពួកគយើងចំនួន ជាង ១,០០០ នាក់ ខែល្ររុគ្លិក 
ទាំងអស់បានទទួលការ្រណ្តះ្រណ្ាលពីអ្កជំនាញពីអន្រជាតិ និងការ      
អភិវឌ្ឍក្នុងនាមជាសមាជិករ្រស់កករុមហ៊រុន សមែាត និងកគរួសារ Axiata។ 
កម្ាំងពលកមមែ ខែលមានគសថែរភាពគឺជាកត្ាែ៏សំ្ាន់ខែលរួមចំខណកគឆ្ោះ
គទៅរកនិរន្រភាពថនសហកគាស គហតរុែូគច្ះគហើយគទើ្រពួកគយើងគធ្វើការរួមគ្ា 
ជាមួយ Axiata Group គែើម្បី្រគងកើត្ររិយាកាសការងារក្រក្រគែោយការ
គលើកទឹកចិត្សកមា្រ់្ររុគ្លិករ្រស់ពួកគយើង។ កករុមហ៊រុន សមែាត បានគ្រ្ជ្ា   
ចិត្យ៉ាងមរុតមាំ្ា នឹងក្រកាន់្្ា្រ់នូវគគោលនគយោបាយគមែានការគរីសគអើង 
និង មានែំគណើរកគ្រ់កគងខែលមានរួចកសាច់ គែើម្បីធានា្ា្ររុគ្លិករ្រស់ 
ពួកគយើងក្រកាន់្្ា្រ់នូវវ្រ្បធម៏ និងគរុណតថម្ UI.EP ។

• សសរស្ដម្ភទី៣៖ ដំនណើរការ�្អឥតន្ចោះ
 គនៅកករុមហ៊រុន សមែាត គយើងែឹង្ាគរុណភាពថនែំគណើរការរ្រស់ពួកគយើងគឺជា

កត្ាកំណត់ភាពគជោគជ័យ ក៏ែូចជាក្រសិទ្ធភាពការងារ កកមិតថនការគពញចិត្ 
រ្រស់អតិ្ិជន និងអភិបាលកិច្ខែលមានក្រសិទ្ធិភាពរ្រស់គយើង។ ែូគច្ះ
គហើយគទើ្រពួកគយើងចាត់ទរុកែំគណើរការល្អឥតគ្្ោះ ជាការគ្រ្ជ្ាគលើនិរន្រ 
ភាពយ៉ាងសំ្ាន់ក្នុងក្រតិ្រត្ិការរ្រស់ពួកគយើងទាំងអស់ គែោយមានការ 
ចូលរួមពីភាគីពាក់ព័ន្ធនានា ខែលក្នុងគនោះរួមមាន អ្កផ្ត់ផ្ង់ និងអតិ្ិជន 
រ្រស់ពួកគយើង។ កករុមហ៊រុន សមែាត ក៏ចាត់វិធានការពិគសស គែើម្បីធានាបាននូវ
ការរក្សាការពារគែោយសមងៃាត់នូវទិន្ន័យ និងពត៌មានរ្រស់អតិ្ិជន។

• សសរស្ដម្ភទី៤៖ ពិភពន�ោក និងសង្គម
 កករុមហ៊រុន សមែាត កំពរុងខត្រំគពញភារកិច្រ្រស់្្លួនក្នុងការគ្រ្ជ្ាអនរុវត្គអោយ 

បាន្្ា្រ់្្លួនចំគពោះនិរន្រភាពថន្ររិសថែាន។ ក្នុងការកាត់្រនថែយផល្រ៉ះពាល់
ថនគហែ្ឋារចនាសម្័ន្ធ្រណ្ាញរ្រស់ពួកគយើង សមែាត បានក្រគល់ការកគ្រ់
កគងគហែ្ឋារចនាសម្័ន្ធថនសថែានីយផ្សាយរ្រស់ពួកគយើង គទៅឲ្កករុមហ៊រុន 
edotco ខែលជាកករុមហ៊រុនឯកគទសរ្រស់ Axiata។ កករុមហ៊រុន សមែាត 
ក៏មានភាពសកមមែ្្ាំងក្នុងការគាំកទ និងផ្ដលួចគផ្ដើមនូវកមមែវិធីការងារសង្ម
CSR ជាគកចើន គែើម្បីជំររុញទឹកចិត្ក្រជាជនកម្នុជា ។ រគ្រៀ្រវារៈ CSR 
រ្រស់ពួកគយើង         គផ្ដោតគលើទិសគែៅសំ្ាន់ៗក្នុងការគលើកកម្ស់ការអ្រ់រំ

  

របាយការណ៏ជាភាសាខ្មែរ
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 ផ្សព្វផ្សាយ្ររិសថែានថ្រតង និងគាំកទែល់ការលូតលាស់ថនកី�ាសហគមន៍
ជាគែើម ។

ការ្រន្ន្រ្ជ្ាចិត្រ្រស់នយើងនដើម្ីនឆពោះនទៅរកនិរន្ភាព

របាយការណ៏និរន្រភាពឆ្ាំ២០១៥-២០១៦ រ្រស់កករុមហ៊រុន សមែាត កតរូវបានគបាះពរុម្ 
ផ្សាយជាខផ្កមួយថនការគ្រ្ជ្ារ្រស់ពួកគយើង គែើម្បីផ្ល់ការផ្សព្ធផ្សាយយ៉ាង      
ទូលំទូលាយអំពីការអនរុវត្ន៍ក្រក្រគែោយនិរន្រភាពរ្រស់ពួកគយើង។ ្ណៈខែល 
ពួកគយើងបាន្ិត្ំក្រឹងខក្រងឲ្មានភាពទូលំទូលាយ តាមខតអាចគធ្វើគទៅបាន 
តាមរយៈការពិគកគោះយ្រល់រ្រស់ពួកគយើង ជាមួយនឹងអ្កជា្រ់ពាក់ព័ន្ធជាគកចើន 
ខផ្ក គកចើន្្ាក់ និងគធ្វើការវាយតថម្្្ឹមសារយ៉ាងល្អិតល្អន់          ពួកគយើងក៏កត់
សម្ាល់្ាអាចមានខផ្កខែលកតរូវការខកតកមរូវគផ្សងគទៀតផងខែរ ។ 
 
ែូគច្ះគហើយ គយើងសូមស្វាគមន៏រាល់មតិគយោ្រល់កតល្រ់មកវិញខែលទាក់ទង
នឹងរចនាសម្័ន្ធនិរន្រភាពនិងវិធីសាសស្រាយការណ៍រ្រស់គយើង។ 
គលោកអ្កអាច គផ្ើរាល់មតិទាំងអស់គទៅកាន់ corporatecomms@smart.
com.kh។

របាយការណ៏ជាភាសាខ្មែរ
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Custom Content Index - ‘In Accordance’ Core

This Content Index provides an overview of the G4 Standard Disclosures made in this report.

General Standard Disclosures

General Standard 
Disclosures

Page Number (or Link)

Strategy and Analysis

G4-1 Page 06-07

Organizational Profile

G4-3 Inner Cover

G4-4 Inner Cover-Page 01

G4-5 http://www.smart.com.kh/corporate-information-detail#contact

G4-8 Inner Cover-Page 01

G4-9 Page 01, 27

G4-10 Page 27

G4-13 Page 04-05

G4-14 Page 18, 31

Identified Material Aspects and Boundaries

G4-17 Page 04-05

G4-18 Page 19-21

G4-19 Page 20-21

G4-20 Page 19, 24, 26, 28, 32

G4-21 Page 19

G4-23 Page 04

Stakeholder Engagement

G4-24 Page 16-17

G4-25 Page 16-17

G4-26 Page 16-17

G4-27 Page 16-17, 24-33 

Report Profile

G4-28 Page 04

G4-29 2014

G4-30 Biennial

G4-31 corporatecomms@smart.com.kh

G4-32 GRI G4 - ‘Core’ option, Appendix GRI Content Index page 40-42

Ethics and Integrity

G4-56 Page 14-15

GRI Content Index
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Specific Standard Disclosures

DMA and 
Indicators

Page Number (or Link) Identified Omission(s) Reason(s) for 
Omission(s)

DMA and Indicators

Category: Economic

Material Aspect: Market Presence

G4-DMA Page 22-23, 24

G4-EC5 Page 27

G4-EC6 Page 27

Material Aspect: Procurement Practices

G4-DMA Page 22-23, 24

G4-EC9 Page 29

Category: Environmental

Material Aspect: Energy

G4-DMA Page 22-23, 32

G4-EN6 Page 32

Material Aspect: Supplier Environmental Assessment

G4-DMA Page 22-23, 32

G4-EN32 Page 29

G4-EN33 Page 29

GRI Content Index

Category: Social

Sub-Category: Labor Practices and Decent Work

Material Aspect: Employment

G4-DMA Page 22-23, 26

G4-LA1 Page 27

G4-LA3 Page 27

Material Aspect: Occupational Health and Safety

G4-DMA Page 22-23, 26

G4-LA5 Page 27

G4-LA6 No cases were reported

Material Aspect: Training and Education

G4-DMA Page 22-23, 26

G4-LA9 Page 27

G4-LA11 Page 27

Material Aspect: Diversity and Equal Opportunity

G4-DMA Page 22-23, 26

G4-LA12 Page 27

Material Aspect: Equal Remuneration for Women and Men

G4-LA13 Page 27
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Specific Standard Disclosures

DMA and 
Indicators

Page Number (or Link) Identified Omission(s) Reason(s) for 
Omission(s)

Sub-Category: Human Rights

Material Aspect: Non-Discrimination

G4-DMA Page 22-23, 26

G4-HR3 No cases were reported

Material Aspect: Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining

G4-DMA Page 22-23, 26

G4-HR4 No cases were reported

Material Aspect: Child Labor 

G4-DMA Page 22-23, 26

G4-HR5 No cases were reported

Material Aspect: Forced or Compulsory Labor

G4-DMA Page 22-23, 26

G4-HR6 No cases were reported

Material Aspect: Supplier Human Rights Assessment

G4-DMA Page 22-23, 26

G4-HR10 Page 29

G4-HR11 Page 29

Sub-Category: Society

Material Aspect: Anti-Corruption

G4-DMA Page 22-23, 32

G4-SO4 Page 30

G4-SO5 No cases were reported

Material Aspect: Anti-competitive Behavior

G4-SO7 No cases were reported

Material Aspect: Supplier Assessment for Impacts on Society

G4-SO9 Page 29

G4-S10 Page 29

G4-S11 Page 29

GRI Content Index





FASTEST

All 25 provinces covered with 
4G LTE - the fastest mobile 
Internet in Cambodia & 3.75G.

BROADEST

98% of Cambodia’s population 
covered by Smart’s 2G 
network; 3.75G at all sites 
nationwide.
Most extensive tariff and 
service offering, broadest 
Value Added Service portfolio 
and largest footprint of 
roaming partners.

MOST AFFORDABLE

Most affordable voice and 
data packages. Best value for 
money postpaid packages.

464A Preah Monivong Blvd,
Phnom Penh,
Cambodia

Tel +855 10 201 000
Email info@smart.com.kh
Website www.smart.com.kh
Facebook www.facebook.com/SmartAxiata
 www.facebook.com/Smart4Cambodia

THIS REPORT IS PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER.


